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PEER REVIEWEDWEAVING

1. Introduction
Various fields of textile applications were used as tech-
nical textiles [1], most of these applications including
medical, military, telecommunications and aerospace [2].
Textile packaging is one of the most technical textiles
that can be used in carrying, storing and protecting for
of industrial, agricultural and other goods [1]. These
woven sacks are manufactured and designed  designed
and manufactured as a lightweight large sacks or bags
with a loop from the top to be easily handling and
lifting [3].

The textile sacks are one of the most cost-effective
packaging types [1] made from woven polypropylene,
with a capacity ranging from 300-500 kg. They are
designed to be fully collapsible for [4] easily shipping
and storage for dry bulk products [1] and it can be
folded again for many times [4].

These lightweight flexible sacks are replace  replacing
wooden pallets [3], they are used for storing powdered
and granular materials such as foodstuffs, building
materials, minerals, chemicals  yes and grain [1].

Most of these sacks are damaged when exposing to
sunlight overtime, that can severely leads to tear up
the fabric after applying certain load, it is however
important to protect FIBC  Flexible Intermediate Bulk
Containers (FIBC) away from sunlight by covering
and storing during usage, transport and storage [5].

The aim of the present work is to investigate the ef-
fect of the manufactured woven sacks, using different
weft high tenacity materials with different textile struc-
tures to evaluate their performance efficiency. inves-
tigate the mechanical properties or (performance) of
woven sacks using different technical parameters (weft
materials, weft count and fabrication structure)

2. Material and Method
Polyester and polypropylene weft high tenacity mate-
rials with different yarn counts were used in the pro-
duction of six woven sacks with an identical warp yarn
count, and different picks threads densities. The wo-
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WEAVING

ven fabrics were manufactured with three different
weave constructions under the same weaving param-
eters.

Woven fabrics were designed and produced, with fixed
warp parameters concerning; warp density, count and
materials. On the other hand, Polyester and Polypropy-
lene high tenacity were used for the weft with differ-
ent yarn counts. Six samples were produced with three
different weave structures under the same weaving
parameters

Table 2.1: Machine Specification used in
manufacturing the samples

Name of Loom SMIT

Type of  the Machine
(Weft Insertion Device) Rapier

Manufacturing Country Italy

Date of Manufacturing 2008

Shedding Device Jacquard as this was the
available machine for
manufacturing

Name of Jacquard Stäubli

Speed of the Machine 280 picks /min.

Total Hooks 3072 hook  we have no design
in our product, we work on
simple constructions, as the
jacquard capacity = 3072
which equals to 3.5 replicate
width which replicate along
the width of fabric Width of
Warp without Selvedge 140cm

2.1. Measurement of mechanical properties accord-
ing to standard test methods
2.1.1. Measurement of Breaking Load and Elonga-
tion
Breaking load was carried out in the warp and weft
directions on a Galdabini tester according to ASTM
D5035 [6] Standard Test Method for Breaking Force
and Elongation of Textile Fabrics (Strip Method), the
specimens were cut with dimensions 35 mm* 200 mm
and raveled to give a testing width of 25 mm. The
distance between clamps was set to be 75 mm and
with testing machine speed 300 mm/min.

2.1.2. Measurement of Tear Strength
Tear strength was carried out in the warp and weft
directions on a Galdabini tester according to ASTM
D2261 [7] Standard Test Method for Tearing Strength
of Fabrics by the Tongue (Single Rip) Procedure (Con-
stant-Rate-of-Extension, the specimens were cut with
dimensions 75 mm* 200 mm. The distance between
clamps was set to be 75 mm and with testing machine
speed 50 mm/min. Tensile Testing Machine).

2.1.3. Measurement of Air Permeability
This test was performed on Toyoseiki (JIKA) instru-
ment according to ASTM D737 [8] Standard Test
Method for Air Permeability of Textile Fabrics, the
samples were cut with dimensions 25mm*25mm.

2.1.4. Measurement of Water Permeability
Water permeability test was performed using (JIKA)
instrument.

Table 2.2: Fabric Specification

Fabric Code Yarn Count (Denier) Yarn Material Density Threads/cm Weight Thickness Textile
(g/m2) (mm) Structure

Warp Weft Warp Weft Warp Weft

Sample 1 150/48 1200/144 Polyester Polypropylene 72 14 326.5 0.808 Twill 2/2

Sample 2  High 14 339 0.824 Satin 5

Sample 3  Tenacity 12 493.3 1.226 Weft

Backed

Cloth

Sample 4 12 561.33 1.132 Twill 2/2

Sample 5 3000/288 Polyester 12 542.33 1.108 Satin 5

Sample 6 High 10 831.33 1.75 Weft

Tenacity Backed

Cloth
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WEAVING

2.1.5. Measurement of Puncture Resistance
Puncture resistance was carried out on Asano ma-
chine according to ASTM D4833 [9] Standard Test
Method for Index Puncture Resistance of
Geomembranes and Related Products, the specimens
were cut with dimensions 10 cm diameter.

Data were presented for different mechanical proper-
ties as mean values and standard deviation using dif-
ferent yarn counts and textile structures on both warp
and weft directions.  The results were calculated and
evaluated statistically according to (t-test) and one-
way variance analysis (ANOVA). The significance level
was set at P ? 0.05. Statistical analysis was performed
with IBM® SPSS® (SPSS Inc., IBM Corporation, NY,
USA) Statistics Version 22 for Windows. Data were
presented for column and radar charts using Microsoft
Excel (2010).

3. Results and Discussions
After weaving the samples, the tests were performed
and the changes of the and the results of the mechani-
cal properties in (tensile strength, tear strength) for
both directions (warp-weft), air permeability, water per-
meability and puncture resistance were determined.

For the breaking load, it considered that in warp direc-
tion for yarn count 1200 denier satin 5 structure re-
corded the highest values followed by weft backed
cloth and twill 2/2; while in yarn count 3000 denier
weft backed cloth recorded the highest value followed
by satin 5 and twill 2/2, in weft direction weft backed
cloth recorded the highest value followed by twill 2/2
and satin 5 for both yarn counts 1200D, 3000D, as
shown in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Breaking Load for Samples

Results of breaking elongation showing that in warp
direction for yarn count 1200 denier weft backed cloth
structure recorded the highest values followed by twill
2/2 and satin 5; while in yarn count 3000 denier weft
backed cloth recorded the highest value followed by
satin 5 and twill 2/2, in weft direction for yarn count
1200 twill 2/2 structure recorded the highest values
followed by weft backed cloth and satin 5, and 3000
denier weft backed cloth structure recorded the high-
est values followed by satin 5 and twill 2/2, as shown
in figure 3.2  which curves .
 .

Figure 3.2: Breaking Elongation for Samples

For the Tear Strength, it observed that in warp direc-
tion for both yarn count 1200 and 3000 denier weft
backed cloth structure recorded the highest values
followed by satin 5 and twill 2/2; while in weft direc-
tion for both yarn counts 1200 and 3000 denier satin 5
recorded the highest value followed by weft backed
cloth and twill 2/2, as shown in figure 3.3. (Note ac-
cording to the test done, the samples in the warp di-
rection were tear in a right way with a vertical tear
along the sample this is mainly due to increase the
weft yarn count (1200-3000 D) than the warp yarn
count (150 D) which lead to tear the warp yarns in the
right way, while in the weft direction the samples were
tear in a horizontal way after 5 cm that can be inter-
preted due to the difference between warp and weft
count as a result of resisting the weft yarn to the tear
done on sample which lead to tear in the horizontal
way not in the right direction, Shown in Figure 3.4).

Texttreasure

The whole purpose of education is to turn
mirrors into windows

- Srdner J. Harris
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Figure 3.3: Tear Strength for Samples

    (a)             (b)

Figure 3.4: Tearing Strength Test for Samples

For all samples due to the difference between warp
and weft count as the weft yarn count makes the
sample tear in a right way while the warp yarn count
less than weft yarn count that makes the sample tear
in the reverse direction in the Warp (a) and Weft (b)
Directions

For the air permeability, it observed that for both yarn
count 1200 and 3000 denier satin 5 structure recorded
the highest values followed by weft backed cloth and
twill 2/2, as shown in figure 3.5.
.

Figure 3.5: Air Permeability for Samples

Results of water permeability it considered that for
yarn count 1200 denier weft backed cloth recorded the
highest value followed by twill 2/2 and satin 5, while
yarn count 3000 denier satin 5 structure recorded the
highest values followed by weft backed cloth and twill
2/2, as shown in figure 3.6.
.

Figure 3.6: Water Permeability for Samples

For the puncture resistance, showing that for both yarn
counts 1200 and 3000 denier weft backed cloth struc-
ture recorded the highest values followed by satin 5
and twill 2/2, as shown in figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Puncture Resistances for Samples

According to the statistical analysis results of the t-test
of table 3.1, for breaking load the warp direction show-
ing that twill 2/2 structure is statistically significant at
p-value (p=0.017), this can be interpreted due to that
twill 2/2 has short floats interlacement between yarns
which results in a high breaking load, while for satin 5
(p=0.137) and weft backed cloth structures (p=0.140 )
are statistically non-significant due to the  big floats
interlacement between yarns that result in a low break-
ing load and also decreasing the space gab between
yarns due to decrease the warp yarn count comparing
with the weft yarn count,  in weft direction the three
structures are highly significant at p-value (p=0.000)
that may be due to decrease the interspaces between
weft yarns which lead to increase the breaking load
for the three structures.
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Table 3.1 of t-test for breaking elongation of the warp
direction illustrate that the three structures are statis-
tically non-significant for twill 2/2 at p-value (p=0.121),
for satin 5 (p=0.148) and for weft backed cloth
(p=0.348) this is could attributed to use the same warp
count and yarn densities, while in weft direction the
test showed a highly significant at p-value (p=0.000)
for twill 2/2 and satin 5 while weft backed cloth
(p=0.016), this is mainly due to decrease the number of
fibers per yarn comparing the yarn count whether for
weft counts 1200, 3000 D.

It is clear from table 3.1 for tear strength test in both
directions for all structures all results were highly sig-
nificant at p-value (p=0.000), this is mainly due to in-
crease the number of weft yarn which lead to resist
the fabric tearing. While in air permeability test show-
ing that all structures are highly significant at p-value
for twill 2/2 (p=0.003), satin 5 (p= 0.000) and weft
backed cloth at (p=0.012), that is due to the difference
between the warp diameter and weft diameter, which
make a gap (interspaces) between interlacement and
allow the air to flow.

It was found from the statistical analysis of table 3.1
for water permeability test showing that all structures
are non-significant for structures twill 2/2, satin 5 and
weft backed cloth at p-values (0.693), (0.090), (0.594)
respectively due to the hydrophobic properties of the
polyester and polypropylene materials regardless the
construction of fabric even there is a gap (interspaces)
between interlacement, which allows less amount of
water to pass.

Table 3.1 of t-test for puncture resistance illustrate
that twill 2/2 was non-significant at p-value (p=0.486)
that is due to the presence of warp yarn equivalent to
the weft yarn in the woven samples, while weft satin
5 (p=0.000) and weft backed cloth (p=0.001) are highly
significant, this can be interpreted, due to the differ-
ence of floating yarns interlacement between weft and
warp counts, for twill structure the short floats of yarn
interlacement increase the puncture resistance, while
the weft satin 5 and weft backed cloth structures the
long floats for the weft yarns ratio increasing than that
of warp yarns which lead to increase the puncture
resistance.

Table 3.1: (t) test and Grouping Variables for samples

Grouping Sample T -value P-value

Variables Direction Twill 2/2 Satin 5 Weft Backed Cloth Twill 2/2 Satin 5 Weft Backed

Cloth

Breaking Warp 3.951 2.349 1.840 0.017* 0.137 ns 0.140 ns

Load Weft 41.412 81.219 13.260 0.000* 0.000* 0.000*

Breaking Warp 1.963 1.789 1.062 0.121 ns 0.148 ns 0.348 ns

Elongation Weft 13.877 15.565 4.026 0.000* 0.000* 0.016*

Tear Warp 17.852 6.570 16.627 0.000* 0.000* 0.000*

Strength Weft 2.859 4.685 5.493 0.008* 0.000* 0.000*

Air 6.739 17.586 8.635 0.003* 0.000* 0.012*
Permeability

Water 0.425 2.222 0.625 0.693 ns 0.090 ns 0.594 ns
Permeability

Puncture 0.766 10.607 10.253 0.486 ns 0.000* 0.001*
Resistance

Significant level at p=0.05
(*)=Significant, (ns) = Non-significant

Align your company with the growing

authority in Textiles
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The results of the ANOVA from table 3.2 for the
breaking load of sacks fabrics in weft direction illus-
trate that for both yarn count 1200 and 3000 there are
significant difference at p-value (p=0.000), that is mainly
due to different in weft counts and threads density in
weft direction.

It is noticed that from table 3.2 of F-test for breaking
elongation test, there is a non-significant difference in
weft direction for yarn count 1200 denier at p-value
(p=0.274) and a significant effect for 3000 denier at p-
value (p=0.001), this can be interpreted due to increase
the yarn diameter, in which the diameter of fibers per
yarn in PP 1200 D (37 µm) while in PET 3000 D (24
µm) which means that decreasing the fiber diameter
will lead to increase the interval spaces between fibers
that increase the moving ability of fiber per yarn which
increase the elongation percentage and vice versa for
increasing the fiber diameter.

It is noticed that from table 3.2 of F-test for tear strength
in weft directions are highly significant at p-value
(p=0.000) for both count, this is could be attributed due
to increase the tenacity for weft count (1200-3000 D)

with different structures, which can be able to tear the
woven samples.

Table 3.2 of F-test for air permeability test showing
that both yarn counts are highly significant for yarn
counts 1200 D at p-value (p=0.014) and for yarn count
3000 D at p-value (p=0.000), due to the difference
between yarn counts (warp -weft) which make a gap
between yarns that make a long floating for yarn inter-
lacement which increase the value of air permeability.

The results of the ANOVA from table 3.2. Water
permeability test showing that both yarn counts (1200-
3000 D) are non-significant at p-value
(p=0.425),(p=0.168) respectively due to that the poly-
ester and polypropylene materials have a hydrophobic
properties, even there is a gap (interspaces) between
interlacement, which allows less amount of water to
pass and for puncture resistance tests showing that
both yarn counts are highly significant, for yarn count
1200D, 3000D at p-value (p=0.002)  (p=0.000) respec-
tively, this is mainly due to the difference of floating
yarns interlacement between weft and warp counts

Table 3.2: (F) test and Factors affecting

Factors affecting Sample Direction F -value P-value

Weft Yarn Count

1200 Denier 3000 Denier 1200 Denier 3000 Denier

Breaking Load Warp 2.033 68.618 0.212 ns 0.000*

Weft 412.543 137.449 0.000* 0.000*

Breaking Elongation Warp 1.584 0.211 0.280 ns 0.815 ns

Weft 1.621 32.821 0.274 ns 0.001*

Tear Strength Warp 839.177 151.780 0.000* 0.000*

Weft 42.896 12.397 0.000* 0.000*

Air Permeability 9.389 11025.929 0.014* 0.000*

Water Permeability 0.991 2.438 0.425 ns 0.168 ns

Puncture Resistance 22.307 136.433 0.002* 0.000*

Make more people aware ofMake more people aware ofMake more people aware ofMake more people aware ofMake more people aware of
your brand and servicesyour brand and servicesyour brand and servicesyour brand and servicesyour brand and services
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3.1. Evaluation of the mechanical properties of
woven sacks for determining the best specimen
according to suitability for end uses
The results of the mechanical properties were evalu-
ated using radar chart in order to select the best per-
formance of samples according to end use.

3.1.1. Radar Chart for samples (1), (2), (3)
From the evaluation of radar chart area for samples
(1), (2), (3) using warp count 150 D ,weft count 1200
D, it was concluded that sample (1) with textile struc-
ture twill 2/2 gave the best performance; while sample
(3) using with textile structure weft backed cloth gave
the lowest performance. The properties of samples
were showed in figures (3.8), (3.9), (3.10).

Figure 3.8:  Radar chart for Sample (1)

Figure 3.9:  Radar chart for Sample (2)

Figure 3.10:  Radar chart for Sample (3)

Table 3.3: Radar Area for Samples (1), (2), (3)

Sample Code Radar Area

Sample (1) 25143.75

Sample (2) 12856.13

Sample (3) 11085.21

3.1.2. Radar Chart for samples (4), (5), (6)
From the evaluation of radar chart area for samples
(4), (5), (6) using warp count 150 D ,weft count 3000
D, it was concluded that sample (5) with textile struc-
ture satin 5 gave the best performance, while sample
(4) with textile structure twill 2/2  gave the lowest
performance. The properties of samples were showed
in figures (3.11), (3.12), (3.13).

Figure 3.11:  Radar chart for Sample (4)

Figure 3.12:  Radar chart for Sample (5)

Figure 3.13:  Radar chart for Sample (6)
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Table 3.4: Radar Area for Samples (4), (5), (6)

Sample Code Radar Area

Sample (4) 14331.25

Sample (5) 23955.77

Sample (6) 23047.22

4. Conclusion
The purpose of this work was manufacturing a woven
sacks and studying different effects, from this work
we concluded that the difference in fabric construction
with different materials and yarn counts influence the
mechanical properties applied (breaking load and elon-
gation- tear strength, puncture resistance - air and water
permeability), from that we can say that these type of
fabrics can be used as high performance fabrics in
different applications, in future work we can improve
these products by using high tenacity yarns in warp
direction with different yarn counts  In this work, the
effect of different textile structures and yarn counts
for woven sacks were investigated, the data were
analyzed and the main results were considered as fol-
lows;
◆ For breaking load property, in warp direction

sample (2) with yarn count 1200 D and satin 5
structure recorded the highest results, while sample
(6) with yarn count 3000 D and weft backed
cloth structure recorded the highest results. in weft
direction sample (3),(6)  using yarn counts 1200
D, 3000 D with weft backed cloth textile struc-
ture.

◆ For breaking elongation, in warp direction sample
(3) with yarn count 1200 D and weft backed
cloth structure recorded the highest values, while
sample (6) with yarn count 3000 denier recorded
the highest value, in weft direction sample (1)
with yarn count 1200 D and twill 2/2 structure
recorded the highest values, while sample (6) 3000
denier weft backed cloth structure recorded the
highest values.

◆ For the Tear Strength, in warp direction samples
(3),(6) for both yarn count 1200 and 3000 denier
with weft backed cloth structure recorded the
highest values; while in weft direction samples

(2),(5) for both yarn counts 1200 and 3000 denier
with satin 5 structure recorded the highest value.

◆ For the air permeability, it observed that sample
(2), (5) for both yarn count 1200 and 3000 denier
satin 5 structures recorded the highest values.

◆ Results of water permeability, sample (3) with
yarn count 1200 denier and weft backed cloth
structure recorded the highest value, while sample
(5) with yarn count 3000 denier and satin 5 struc-
ture recorded the highest values.

◆ For the puncture resistance, showing that samples
(3), (6) for both yarn counts 1200 and 3000 denier
and weft backed cloth structure recorded the high-
est values.
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PEER REVIEWEDKNITING

1. Introduction
The yarn which is produced in industry is supposed to
be used for producing high quality products which can
be manufactured either on circular or flat knitting
machine. Machine are capable of producing fabric of
various weaves, design and GSM. During knitting this
yarn is passed with various tension right from unwind-
ing till it gets hooked in between the needles to pro-
duce final fabric. This yarn should comprise of various
physical properties like strength, elongation, bulkiness
and softness. The quality and the performance of the
yarn improves when there is presence of moisture
content in the yarn. This presence of moisture not only
improves the strength in the yarn but also make the
physical properties of the yarn to mush better side
which leads to the formation of best quality of knitted
fabric.

1.1 Principle of Yarn Conditioning Process [YCP]
Thermal conditioning uses low-temperature saturated
steam in vacuum. The yarn is treated very gently in an
absolutely saturated steam atmosphere with the vacuum
principle and indirect steam. Firstly air pockets are
removed from the yarn package by the vacuum to
ensure accelerated steam penetration and also atmo-
spheric oxygen removal takes place in order to prevent

oxidation.  The yarn conditioning process work with
the physical properties of saturated steam or wet steam.
The yarn is uniformly conditioned by the gas. Due to
this process the moisture in the form of gas is very
finely distributed throughout the yarn package and does
not cling to the yarn in the form of drops.

Figure 1.1: System structure

2. Material and Method
The 100% cotton yarn of 30s count is selected for the
study. The yarn were conditioned in two stages cycle
with the help of Xorella conditioning machine. In first
stage cycle yarn conditioned for 15 min at temp 540C

"The Effect of Moisture Content on
Yarn Properties and Knitability"

Ms. Nimisha Baheti, Prof. A. M. Daberao, Prof. P. P. Kolte* & Prof. R. N. Turukmane
SVKMs NMIMS MPSTME, Center for Textile Functions

Abstract
In today scenario, knitted fabric has gain lots of attraction due to its comfort properties and easily available.
The quality of yarn having superior nature helps to satisfy the demand if this material in the commercial
market. It is observed that from the study that strength and elasticity of the yarn increases with the increase
in the humidity. This increase in humidity makes the yarn stronger which results in less breakages with high
efficiency. Presence of moisture in the atmosphere has great impact on the physical properties of the yarn
which is dependent on the relative humidity and the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere.
It has been found that when there is decrease in moisture content, the standard value will shows errors
in knitting process and monetary loss when these yarns are sold.
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KNITING

and 130 Mbar pressure in the conditioning machine. In
second stage cycle yarn conditioned for 45 min at temp
58oC and 150 Mbar pressure in the conditioning ma-
chine. Before and after conditioning the properties of
the yarn was checked and knitting performance ana-
lyzed.

Benefits achieved out of conditioning for knitting:
◆ There is less generation of fly.
◆ Cut down to needle breakages.
◆ Uniform moisture content and friction values.
◆ Regular stitch formation.
◆ Increase in weight of cone leads to increase in

monetary profit
◆ No change in size of finished articles
◆ Up to 20% greater efficiency due to a reduction

in the unwinding tension
◆ Free from electrostatic.

3. Result and Discussion
The various changes that were observed in the yarn
characteristics before and after conditioning are as
follows:

Figure 3.1 Comparison of yarn package weight before and
after conditioning.

Figure 3.2 Twist per Inch of yarn before and after condi-
tioning.

Figure 3.3 Bundle Strength of yarn before and after
Conditioning

Figure 3.1 shows that after conditioning the weight of
the package increases. Increase in weight depends on
conditioning time, relative humidity maintained during
conditioning.

Figure 3.2 shows that after conditioning of yarn there
is reduction in Twist per Inch [TPI]. It is due to the
moisture which is present in between the yarn, tends
to make the fiber slippery thus causing the yarn to
untwist resulting in reduction of twist.

Figure 3.3 shows that as the yarn is kept for condition-
ing, it gains weight along with it there is raise in strength.
This increase in strength may be due to increase in
binding of the fibers with the neighboring one.
Table 3.1 CSP & RKM of yarn before and after con-
ditioning

Count Strength Product [CSP]

Before After Change

2454 2504 50

Single Yarn Strength [RKM]

Before After Change

15.463 15.223 0.24

Texttreasure

Science is a way of thinking much more than
it is a body of knowledge

- Carl Sagan
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Table 3.2 Problems Encountered In Different Samples
Used On Knitting Machine

Stoppage Sample 1: moisture Sample 2: moisture
reason   content=6.896   content=6.42

Fly 6 20

Seed coats+
fly 2 8

Weak yarn 6 9

Needle
breakage due

to fly 1 5

Fabric cut
due to fly 1 1

Fly removal
from machine 3 5

Total 19 48

It is observed that at higher moisture content less stop-
pages in knitting machine, this may be due the increase
in strength of the yarn due uptake of moisture in yarn;
whereas at lower side of moisture content, yarn is
found to be weaker and thinner leading to more stop-
pages in the machines. At higher moisture content,
yarn able to handle more stress, becomes more elastic
and less abrasion resistance, due to the same knitting
machine performance will increase.

4. Conclusion
It can be concluded that moisture management in knit-
ted process play a very vital role in all aspect. This not
only increase the strength of the yarn during knitting
but also found to be very much useful in it further role
like softness, smoothness and it appearance. Lesser
the moisture content, poorer the quality of yarn and its
performance. A yarn with low moisture content leads
to more faults and problems during the knitting process
and in turn directly affect the production rate and hence
on the profits. As there is increase in lower grade of
fabric there is also increase in number of rejection in
the fabric which lead to the increase in production lead
time and thus may bring down the name and fame of
the company to ground level. Ignorance of yarn in
between various stages of production is the major prob-
lem area-for example, the storage space, conditions
and duration.

For an every textile industry that has been continuously
striving hard for new technologies to increase quality
& quantity of production, there should not be ignorance
of this moisture management. It is these small

ignorance's which add up to form problems which can
become too huge to be solved, and understood. Mois-
ture content can destroy & make an industry. Hence,
the knitted industry should take care in controlling and
maintaining the moisture content of yarn until it's on
the knitting machine creel till it goes for further knit-
ting.
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PEER REVIEWED DYEING

1. Introduction
Natural dyeing has now a days are found in increasing
global demand whichhas created many opportunities
for the utilization of natural source. Natural products
derived from plants do not affect the mother nature as
their residues can easily be degradable and thus it is a
good alternative for colouration of textiles by maintain-
ing the ecosystem. In last few decades, a range of
synthetic dyes have been developed and widely used
fordyeing of textile. However, these products have
major drawbacks such as the effluent problems, water
pollution and high cost. In accordance with the
sustainability parameters, natural products have been
used by many researchers for giving value-added tex-
tile materials.In this regard a lot of plant sources like
tamarind seed coat, flower waste from the temple,
sterculiafoetida fruit shell waste, coconut shell extract
and Emblica Officinalis G. fruit (amla) have been utilised
for natural dyeing [1-7].

Delonixregia (Bojer ex Hook) Raffin (Poinciana regia,
Royal Poinciana, Gulmohar, Flame tree or Flamboyant,
FabaceaeCaesalpinioideae) is a semi-deciduous tree,
distributed throughout India, Africa, and Northern Aus-
tralia. Delonixregiais a medium-sized flowering tree

whose most of the parts are used for the medicin
purpose and it isfound in tropical countries. The yel-
low-browncoloured stem shell of the tree is weak and
soft. Flowers of Delonixregiahavebeen used as tradi-
tional herbal remedies for gynecologicaldisorders and
they are also used as a tablet binder. The flowers
possess insecticidal, antifertility, wound healing,
antifeedant, anthelmintic properties and also inhibit the
malaria parasite in humans [8-11]. Most of the work
has been done with the flower of this plant on silk and
cotton fabric for dyeing with Delonixregia extract [12].
Traditional cotton farmers worldwide use agrochemi-
cals, some of which are toxic and classified as hazard-
ous by the World Health Organization. The agrochemi-
cals used for growing cotton reduce the quality of the
soil, crop yield, and underground water. Recently, there
has been growing interest in the use of organic cotton
in thetextile application. Organic cotton grown up from
the seeds of cotton is different from traditional cotton,
as it makes use of organic fertilizer with no chemical
pesticides. The GMO seeds (genetically modified or-
ganism), synthetic fertilizers, herbicides, insecticides,
pesticides, and toxic chemicals are never used in or-
ganic cotton production. In this respect, organic cotton
helps maintain clean soil and water. World production
of organic cotton amounts to 6,000 tons of fiberannually
or about 0.03% of traditional cotton production. Turkey
ranks first in organic cotton production in the world
with 29%, the USA is the second with 27% and India
is third with 17%[13].

Delonix Regia Stem Shell Waste for Natural Dyeing
of Organic Cotton Fabric

M. D. Teli*, Pintu Pandit & Samruddhi Gaikwad
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DYEING

However, as per the best of our knowledge, no work
has been reported on Delonixregiastem shell waste
extract as anatural dye on organic cotton fabric. The
preferred choice of textile is anorganic cotton fabric
which can be extensively used for baby garments,
especially in summer season. Organic cotton fabrics
were dyed with the aqueous extract of Delonixregiastem
shell in the absence and presence of mordant such as
ferroussulphate, alum andharda for pre and post-
mordanting techniques.The present paper thus
discussesthe work devoted to explore the potential of
Delonixregia stem shell extract as a natural colourantfor
organic cotton fabric.

2. Material and Methods
2.1.Material used for experimental work
Theorganic cotton fabric (60 GSM) was supplied by
Adiv Exports, Andheri Mumbai, India. The plant speci-
men Delonixregia stem shell waste was collected from
the Institute of Chemical Technology campus, Mumbai.
Delonixregia stem shell wastewas cut into small pieces
first and then ground to fine powder. Alum, harda
(myrobalan) and ferroussul phate (laboratory grade)
mordants were used.

2.2. Extraction methods used for Delonixregia stem
shell
The oven dried Delonixregiastem shell, were ground to
a fine powder in the mixer and it was used as the raw
material for dye extraction. The refluxing technique
was used to get the coloured solution which was used
for dyeing. Extracted dye was then centrifuged for 10
min at 4000 rpm to get undissolved particles to be
settled. The supernatant solution was used for dyeing
in laboratory rota dyer machine (R. B. electronic and
Engineering Pvt. Ltd., India).

2.3. Dyeing Procedure
Three different mordants (alum, ferroussul phate and
harda) were used for dyeing as both pre mordanting
and post-mordanting agents. The mordanting and dye-
ing was carried out in a laboratory rota dyer machine
with programmable time and temperature control. The
required amount of dye was taken according to the
dyeing shade for 10, 30 and 50 %, respectively on
theweight of fabric (o.w.f.). Around neutral pH and
material to liquor ratio of 1:30 were maintained and
dyeing was carried out at 90ºC for dyeing time 60
minutes.

2.4. Evaluation of dyeing
Evaluation of dyeing was done by determination of K/
Sand L*, a*, b* values using computer colour matching

system. Colour depth of the samples was evaluated
measuring the reflectance values, using SpectraScan
5100+ computer colour matching system. The relative
colour strength (in terms of K/S value at ?max of 420
nm) forDelonixregia stem shell extract on organic cotton
fabrics was measured using the Kubelka-Munk equa-
tion:

where 'K' is the absorption coefficient and'S' is the
scattering coefficient and R is the reflectance of the
dyed fabric at the wavelength of maximum absorption.

2.5. Fastness Properties
The dyed fabric was subjected to washing fastness
test using ISO 105 C10: 2006 (no. B), test method
(ISO method II) where in the composite sample was
treated in soap solution of 5 g/L at material to liquor
ratio 1:50 at 50 ± 20C for 45 min in a wash fastness
tester, followed by washing and drying.Similarly, light
fastness and rubbing fastness of the Delonixregia stem
shell extract treated fabric samples were also assessed
according to ISO 105-B02:2013 and ISO 105-X 12:2002
methods, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Dyeing of organic cotton fabric with
Delonixregia stem shell waste extract
It was observed from the results in Table3.1that K/
Svalues of the organic cotton fabric dyed with
Delonixregia stem shell extract increased with increase
in theconcentrationeven without the use of mordant.
However, the K/S values were in general quite low
due to the absence of mordant. When mordant was
used before or after dyeing, there has been anincrease
in K/S values which is attributed distinctly to the che-
lation and complex formation of colouring compound
with the mordant and thus improving fixation on the
fabric giving slightly enhanced K/S values. Different
mordants, however influenced this fixation of dye on
fabric to different extent. This is attributed to increased
amount of colourant getting fixed on the organic cotton
fabric. The results show that there was a decrease in
brightness (L*) values for harda and ferrous sulphate
compared to alum and only stem shell extract dyed
sample. When harda and ferrous sulphatemordantswere
used, L* values decreased, and hence deeper tone
was obtained. In the case of alum mordant, there was
no significant change in yellowness (b*) value, where
as b* value decreased in the case of ferrous sulphate
and harda as mordant for all the fabrics dyed with
stem shell extract.
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DYEING

Note: L*: lightness (0 - black, 100 - white), a*: red-
green co- ordinates (positive values - red, negative
values - green), b*: yellow-blue coordinates (positive
values - yellow, negative values - blue).

In case of pre-mordanting, the enhancement in the K/
S values for the organic cotton fabric was in the fol-
lowing order: FeSO4>harda> alum> without mordant
with increase in dye shade % (Refer Figure3.1).
Maximum K/S value was seen in case of organic cotton
fabric with ferroussulphate mordant as compared to
that with other mordants. In case of post-mordanting,
the sequence of enhancement in K/S values for the
organic cotton fabric was FeSO4>harda> alum> with-
out mordant for all dye shade % (Refer Figure 3.2). It
was observed that post mordantedtreated fabric re-
sulted with more K/S value as compared to the pre-
mordanted organic cotton fabric.

Figure 3.1 Relation between K/S values and dye shade
(%) for without and with pre-mordants

Figure 3.2 Relation between K/S values and dye shade
(%) for without and with post-mordants

Table 3.1 Effect of dye and mordant concentration on K/S and colour co-ordinates

Type of Mordants Dye conc.,
(%) o.w.f. K/S L* a* b*

Without mordant 10 1.09 47.12 12.09 11.16

30 1.40 46.23 13.50 12.93

50 2.43 44.43 13.27 14.33

Pre-mordanting Post mordanting

K/S L* a* b* K/S L* a* b*

Alum (10 %) 10 1.14 60.86 12.29 26.22 1.24 56.46 15.07 21.38

30 1.67 52.78 13.05 25.44 1.73 51.73 14.14 22.86

50 2.76 49.48 13.72 25.58 2.96 47.18 13.41 22.09

Ferrous sulphate 10 3.73 40.29 3.33 5.17 3.99 39.84 1.72 5.43

(5 %) 30 4.82 40.11 2.69 5.38 5.74 39.52 3.01 4.09

50 7.01 40.57 3.51 5.79 7.13 39.66 2.96 4.25

Harda (10 %) 10 1.89 44.59 7.45 10.95 2.25 45.92 6.05 12.76

30 2.82 44.89 8.85 10.47 2.88 44.22 8.03 11.65

50 3.54 43.12 9.71 10.58 3.92 43.15 8.34 11.53

Texttreasure

Peace cannot be kept by force; it can only
be achieved by understanding.

- Albert Einstein
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Delonixregia stem shell extract in combination with
alum, ferroussulphate and hardamordantsonto organic
cotton fabric produced good improvement in colour
depth (K/S).The highest K/S value in case of harda
and ferrous sulphate dyed sample with stem shell ex-
tract was thus due to decreased values of L* and
values b*. From a* and b* values it can be concluded
that stem shell extract in combination with ferrous
sulphate and harda mordant when used onto silk fab-
rics, it produced good improvement in colouration and
their values were in positive colourco-ordinates in terms
of a* (red), b* (yellow) values. Ferrous sulphate and
alum mordants are well known for their ability to form
coordination complexes and to readily chelate with the
dye. Thus, they showed shifts in their tones resulting in
thebeautiful gamut of colours as compared to the dye-
ing obtained without using mordant. The colouring sub-
stance of Delonixregia stem shell contains natural
polyphenols and showed the presence of tannin rich-
ness[14]. Thus, dyeing with delonixregia stem shell
extract showed some level of dye fixation must be
through a ionic or hydrogen bond which may also form
through an interaction between quinone or semiquinone
groups present in the tannins and suitable reactive
groups on the cellulosic fibre.

3.2. Assessment of Fastness Propertiesof the dyed
organic cotton fabric
The fastness ratings of organic cotton fabric dyed
without and with three different mordants are shown
in Table 3.2 These resultsindicate that the washing
fastness of the silk fabrics dyed with Delonixregia stem
shell extract was good to very good (4 to 4-5) and the
light fastness was of the grade good to very good (5
to 5-6) which indicates slight fading happened on or-
ganic cottondyed fabric. The colour fastness to rub-
bing was found to be in the range of 4-5 to 5 i.e. very
good to excellent, of the organic fabric dyed with or
without a mordant.

The good to very good fastness properties clearly in-
dicates that dye fixed during exhaust dyeing is not just
mechanically held by hydrogen bonding, but may be
held by the formation of metal chelates in presence of
tannin, which was present to a significant extent in
Delonixregia stem shell extract. The tannins having
phenolic structure, contribute to the formation of metal
chelate with different mordants. Hence, after
mordanting, these tannins are insoluble in water, ulti-
mately improving washing fastness [15]. Natural dyes
are substantive and require a mordant to get fixed to

Table 3.2. Fastness properties of the organic cotton dyeings without and with use of mordants

Dyeing Parameters Washing Fastness Light Fastness Rubbing Fastness
Type of Mordants Dye conc.,

% o.w.f. Dry Wet

Without mordant     10        3        6 5 5

    30       3-4        6 4-5 4

    50       3-4        6 4-5 4

Types of Mordants Dye conc., Pre Post Pre Post        Pre      Post
% o.w.f.

   Mordanting  Mordanting Mordanting

Dry Wet Dry Wet

Alum (10%) 10 3-4 3 6 6 5 5 5 5

30 3-4 3-4 6-7 6 5 5 5 5

50 3-4 3-4 6-7 5-6 5 5 5 4-5

Ferrous sulphate 10 4-5 4 7 6 5 5 5 5

 (5%) 30 4-5 4-5 7 6 5 5 5 4-5

50 4-5 4-5 7 5-6 4-5      5 5 4-5

Harda (10%) 10 4 4 6-7 6 5 5 5 5

30 4 4 6-7 6 5 5 5 5

50 4 4 6-7 5-6 4-5 4-5 5 5
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the fabric and prevent the colour from either fading
with exposure to light or washing out. These methods
have different effects on the shade obtained after dyeing
and also on the fastness properties.Alum is a white
powder which is safe for hands and easy to use which
produces bright shades and relatively good light fast-
ness. It is, therefore, necessary to choose a proper
mordanting method to get the desired shade and fast-
ness properties.

4. Conclusions
A waste source of Delonixregia stem shell extract can
be thus successfully employed as natural colorant with-
out mordant as well as with three different selective
mordants for dyeing of organic cotton fabric. Organic
cotton fabrics showed very good colour depth in terms
of K/S values and good to very good overall fastness
properties without and with mordants. Hence,
Delonixregia stem shell extract showed good promise
to be used as a natural dye for organic cotton fabric.
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1. Introduction
Industrialization is a key to the growth and develop-
ment of Indian economy as it improves the socio-eco-
nomic conditions of people. Small scale Industries as-
sumes a great importance in Indian Economy. They
have potential to create large scale employment, eradi-
cate poverty, develop entrepreneurship and reduce
regional imbalance in industrialization. Textile Industry
is one of the basic industries of any economy. Global-
ization of world economy resulted in many avenues
and challenges to Indian Textile Industry. Indian textile
industry is currently estimated to be around $108 bil-
lion, is expected to reach $223 billion by 2021. Textile
industry  is largest employment generator in Indian
economy after agriculture, providing employment to 45
million directly and 60 million people indirectly. Cur-
rently Indian textiles industry accounts for around 14%
of total industrial production, which is 4% of GDP and
accounts for nearly 11% share of the country's total
exports basket. The industry released export earning
worth $41.4 billion in 2014-15. Since removal of ex-
ports quota in 2004 exports of textiles and clothing

PEER REVIEWED

products from India have increased rapidly. India's textile
exports for the year 2013-14 were reported at $40
billion.
Indian Textile Industry is composed of Organized Mill
sector, de-centralized power loom sector, and Hand
loom sector. The decentralized power loom sector is
one of the most important segments of the Indian Textile
Industry in terms of fabric production and employment
generation. It provides employment to 60 lakhs per-
sons and contributes 62 % to total cloth  production in
the country. More than 60% of fabric meant for export
is also sourced from power loom sector. The readymade
garments sector is heavily dependent on the power
loom sector to meet their fabric requirement.

1.1.  An Overview of Power Loom Sector In India
Production of cloth as well as generation of employ-
ment has been rapidly increasing in the power loom
sector. This sector not only contributes significantly to
the cloth production in the country but also provides
employment to millions of people. Around 60 percent
of cloth is produced by decentralized power loom sec-
tor of Indian textile Industry. The industry now pro-
duces wide range of fabrics ranging from grey, printed
fabric, dyed fabric, cotton fabric, various mix of cotton,
synthetic and other fibers.

"A Study on Problems of Power
Loom Entrepreneurs of Bhiwandi"

Dr. Abhay H. Shende1 & Prof. Prabhakar Musam2

1Associate professor in Economics, Modern College of Arts, Science and Commerce
2Assistant professor in Economics, Vivek College of Commerce

Abstract
Indian Textile Industryis currently estimated to be around $108 billion, is expected to reach $223 billion by
2021.It providesemployment to 45 million directly and 60 million people indirectly. However, the industry
is facing the problems of inadequate capital, lack of government support and basic infrastructure.  These
problems are major hurdles in the progress of Indian Textile Industry. The decentralized segment of
powerloom industry is contributing 62 % to total cloth production in the Country. More than 60% of fabric
meant for export is also sourced from powerloom sector. This research paper is an attempt to understand
the problems faced by powerloom entrepreneurs of largest textile centre of India i.e. Bhiwandi.
BhiwandiPowerloom industry alone contributes 40% of national production. Powerloom entrepreneurs of
Bhiwandi have been suffering from problems of raw material, inefficient and inadequate labor, high cost and
inadequate supply of electricity and shortage of working performance of these entrepreneurs in particular
and industry in general.
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Table 1.1: Contribution of Power looms in
Total Production

YEAR Total Production Total Production %
(mn. sq. meters)  onP owerloom of Power

(mn. sq. mt.) loom
production

2011-12 60453 37445 61.94

2012-13 62792 38038 60.57

2013-14 63500 36790 57.93

2014-15 65276 37749 57.83

2015-16 65505 36984 56.78

2016-17
Apr-Aug 28034 15638

(P)

 Source : Annual Report 2015-16, Ministry of Textiles, Gov-
ernment of India.

India has approximately 19.44 lakhs of power looms
weaving almost 19,000 million meters of fabric. The
country exports Rs. 44,000 million worth of goods to
countries like U.S.A., France, Germany, Bangladesh,
Hong Kong, Italy etc. Although the growth of power
loom sector was slow initially, it has started gearing up
now. Number of shuttle - less looms has augmented to
almost 50,000 and from this about 35,000 looms are
working in the decentralized sector.  Most of the power
loom units are concentrated in semi-urban and rural
area. Among all, Maharashtra has the highest number
of power looms amounting to approximately 8 lakhs of
power looms; Tamil Nadu is second with 5 lakhs power
looms, and Gujarat ranks third with 4.5 lakhs power
looms.

1.2. Decentralized Power Loom Sector in India
The decentralized power loom sector is an important
sector of Indian textile industry. The power loom sec-
tor has grown up from handloom sector traditionally
with inherent technical knowhow passed on from fore-
father and is being continued in many of the clusters.
The 19.44 lakhs looms in the decentralized power loom
sector are spread over 4.3 lakhs units with an average
holding of a little over 4 looms per unit. Thus, the
sector largely comprises of very tiny units with a ma-
jority of loom holdings in the range of 1 to 8.

Decentralized power loom sector is consistently meet-
ing out the need of the fabric required for garment
sector for export as well as the domestic market. In
some of the clusters, manufacturing, product diversifi-
cation, merchandising and marketing have been on sound
footing, while in some areas, it is very weak till date.

Thus, the power loom sector has been playing an in-
creasingly important role in textile production.

1.3. Bhiwandi City
Bhiwandi, a key textile center of western India is situ-
ated at about 35 kilometers away from Mumbai. This
city is also known as Manchester of India for the
presence of largest number of power loom in India. It
is the "richest city in Thane District". The decline of
Mumbai's textile mills spurred the growth of the power
loom sector in Bhiwandi. With approximately 6 lakhs
power looms, which is 33% of country's total power
looms, it is largest power loom centre in India. Turn-
over of this segment is projected to be around Rs.
10,000 cr. annually. Bhiwandi power looms support
family of about 15 lakhsworkers;most of them being
migrants from Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Rajasthan and
Telangana states.Nearly 40 % of the national produc-
tion from the power loom sector is contributed by this
township.

Although in its early years, Bhiwandi entered into cloth
making business with Handlooms, it slowly transformed
itself into power looms hub. Power loom industry of
Bhiwandi started blossoming fully during era of 80s.
Majority of the power looms in Bhiwandi produce grey
materials which are used as shirting and dress material
later. Cloth produced in Bhiwandi is mainly consumed
by Indian market as it is not up to the mark in the
international market. One reason for this is the tech-
nology used. Most of the power looms in Bhiwandi is
absolute and older, as manufacturer over here prefers
low priced second hand power looms over new looms.
Excluding some big players most of the units run in
Bhiwandi are small scale units and could not afford to
purchase or import high priced machinery.

This industry is also affected by insufficient power
supply. Power consumption in Bhiwandi circle is around
2400 million units and more than 50% of this is con-
sumed by Power loom sector. Power cut has been a
daily story of this region. Although regular supply of
electricity is lifeline of this industry it is facing hard
times as there is a load shedding of 9-10 hours every-
day.  Workers are being victim of this shortage as this
is affecting their already low salaries. Apart from this
cheaper products are flooding markets and industry is
losing out to them as  manufacturing cost of Bhiwandi
power loom sector is higher compared to low cost
cloth manufacturing countries. Industry leaders of the
region were  crying for help from government to re-
vive the sector and recent budget has brought a ray of
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hope to this rambling industry. Bhiwandi is included in
the list of 100 cities to be developed as smart cities by
current NDA government.

2. Review of Literature
Textile enquiry committee (1954) headed by
NityanandKanungo studied the problems and prospects
of Textile Mills, Decentralized powerloom and
Handloom industry. This committee recommended
gradual conversion of Handlooms into   Powerloom in
co-operative in co-operative fold to make handloom
industry technically more efficient.

Ashok Mehta (1964) The Powerloom Enquiry Com-
mittee 1964, headed by Ashok Mehta was set up to
enquire into the problems of powerloom industry. The
committee laid considerable emphasis on the financial
needs of the powerloom sector. The committee sug-
gested many measures to improve the performance of
powerloom sector.

S. V. Chorghade (1976), The study titled "Powerloom
industry in Maharashtra" studied the structure and prob-
lems of powerloom industry in Maharashtra.
Maharashtra state has a lion share in the growth and
development of Indian powerloom industry.

V. S. Mangale (1987), The study' Labor absenteeism
in Textile Industry in Sholapur', attempted to identify
the causes of labor absenteeism in textile town of
Sholapur. It studied the nature of absenteeism and dif-
ferent dimensions of the problem.

B. Sabhoo (1993), This study explained the problems
and prospects of textile industry with special reference
on the productivity of large and small scale textile in-
dustries. It attempted to throw light on the factor pro-
ductivity of the textile industry.

R Tirthankar (1998), in study' Development or Distor-
tion? Powerlooms in India, 1950-1997' disputes the view
of Textile scholarship that powerloom growth in India
is mainly a distortion created by government policy.
The growth of powerloom industry is attributed to fac-
tors like unlimited supply of low-quality labor, develop-
ing systems of inter-firm co-ordination and continuous
accumulation of capital.

D Haynes (2001), The study titled 'Artisan cloth pro-
ducers and the emergence of Powerloom manufacture
in Western India 1920-1950' analysed the history of
growth and development of powerloom sector in four

major sites of powerloom production in western India
viz. Surat, Bhiwandi, Inchalkaranji and Malegaon. This
study indicates powerloom manufacture in these cen-
ters was an outgrowth of handloom industry. The en-
trepreneurs in powerloom industry were mostly arti-
sans from special communities or castes.

K Uttam (2013), The study stated that, Co-operative
banks lent Rs. 11.4 crores as short term loan on an
average to powerloom industries to meet their routine
working capital requirement, Rs. 10.95 crores as Me-
dium-term loan and Rs. 14.75 crores, as Long-term
loan on an average to powerloom industries to meet
their long-term requirements for acquiring fixed asset
such as factory building, Machineries and Warehouse.
S. Sherifani (2014), in theminor research project 'Sig-
nificance and Problems of power loom industry in
Bhiwandi',  that the powerloom industry of Bhiwandi is
labor intensive;laborers does not possess technical
qualification or training.

P. Gangurde (2014), The study 'Socio Economic con-
dition of the powerloom workers of the Bhiwandi, Thane.
highlighted the poor socio-economic, health and leaving
conditions of workers in the powerloom sector of
Bhiwandi.

The literature review shows the various aspects of
powerloom industry of Bhiwandi. The earlier studies
restricted their areas to growth of powerloom sector,
labor absenteeism, financial problems and low produc-
tivity. But no in-depth study has been carried out to
analyze the problems and prospects of powerloom in-
dustry of Bhiwandi. Hence this study is justified on this
ground in order to fill the vacuum created by earlier
studies.

3. Objectives of The Study
1) To study the nature of the power loom industryof

Bhiwandi.
2) To study the major problems faced by entrepre-

neurs in powerloom industry of Bhiwandi.
3) To make suitable suggestions for development of

power loom entrepreneurs of Bhiwandi.

4. Statement of The Problem
Bhiwandi is home to many small power loom units
owned largely by master weavers. These power loom
units employ around 10-50 untrained weavers depend-
ing on size of unit. Many of these workers are mi-
grants from the states like Bihar, Uttar Pradesh,
Rajasthan, and Telangana. Most of them are less edu-
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cated  and not receive any formal training in handling
of power looms. The survival of these owners and
weavers solely depends upon the continuous perfor-
mance of power loom industry. Currently this industry
is facing numerous problems like load shedding of elec-
tricity, absenteeism of labor, timely non- availability of
raw materials, lack of government support, lack of
infrastructure, low rate offered for manufactured cloth,
worn out and outdated machinery and untrained labor-
ers, high cost of production. Besides all these internal
problems, this sector is facing stiff competition from
China, Bangladesh and other south east countries like
Vietnam. The researcher wants to understand in detail
the survival and performance of decentralized
powerloom units of Bhiwandi in the context of these
problems and thereby make necessary recommenda-
tions for the growth and development of this sector.

5. Methodology
The study involves collection of primary and secondary
data. The researcher collected the primary data from
40 randomly selectedpowerloom entrepreneurs of
Bhiwandi, through a questionnaire containing questions
on different aspects of powerloom business. The se-
lected entrepreneurs had different amount of invest-
ment and machines ranges from small scale to medium
scale. Secondary data is collected from various re-
search journals, periodicals, books, magazines, and
websites of research institutions and various govern-
ment agencies.

6. Scope of The Study
The study is focused on the power loom industry of
Bhiwandi city only .  The study aims to analyze the
problems of power loom industry of Bhiwandi in detail.
It is applicable to the power loom industry of Bhiwandi
only.

7. Data Analysis and Interpretation

Table 7.1 :Age and Educational profile of Respondents

Sr. Age group No. of Education No. of
No. Respondents Respondents

1 Upto 30 Years 6 UptoPrimary 7 m

3 40-50 Years 5 Higher 6
Secondary

4 50 and above 5 Graduation 20

From the above table it is clear that most of the entre-
preneurs are young falling under the age group of 30-
40 years, similarly most of the respondents have quali-

fication Higher secondary and above.

Table 7.2 : Reason for Choice of Profession

Sr. Reason No. of Percentage
No. Respondents

1 Family tradition 22 55%

2 No scope in other profession 8 20%

3 Sufficient income in the past 3 7.5%

4 Personal Choice 7 17.5%

Due to its proximity to commercial capital of India  i.e.
Mumbai, Bhiwandi is traditionally developed as a tex-
tile city. People of city are engaged in this profession
for long. More than half of the entrepreneurs selected
this profession due to their family tradition, 20% of the
respondents said they choose power loom industry due
to no scope in other profession. 17.5% of respondents
entered into this due to personal choice.

Table 7.3:Sources of Capital

Sr. Source of Capital No. of Respondents Percentage
No.

1 Self savings 12 30%

2 Friends and Relatives 10 25%

3 Money lenders 8 20%

4 Bank Loans 10 25%

Only 25% of the entrepreneurs borrowed funds from
organized segment of financial system, this shows the
dependen cy of entrepreneurs on unorganized segment
of Indian financial system. Hence they are victims of
high rates of interest on capital. Some (30%) of the
selected entrepreneurs manage their investment through
self savings.

Table 7.4:Type of Cloth Produced

Sr. Type of Cloth No. of Respondents Percentage
No.

1 Cotton 23 57.5%

2 Polyester 3 7.5%

3 PC 8 20%

4 PV 4 10%

5 Others 2 5%

The type of cloth produced determines the profitability
of enterprise.Powerloom entrepreneurs of Bhiwandi are
engaged in production of various types of clothes. Above
table shows 57.5% of respondents produce cotton fol-
lowed by PC by 20% of respondents. Whereas only
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7.5% and 10% of selected entrepreneurs are engaged
in the production of Polyester and PV respectively.

Table 7.5 : Numbers of Power looms in unit

Sr. Number of No. of Respondents Percentage
No. Powerlooms

1 Less than 20 16 40%

2 20-40 10 12.5%

3 40-60 6 15%

4 60 and above 8 20%

The selected entrepreneurs had different amount of
investment and machines ranges from small scale to
medium scale. Majority of them i.e. 40 % are holding
less than 20 power looms.12.5% are holding 20-40
power looms, 15%of them hold 40-60 power looms
and only 20% of entrepreneurs are holding more than
60 power looms.

Table 7.6 : Numbers of employees in Power looms unit

Sr. Number of Number of Percentage
No. employees Respondents

1 Less than 20 25 62.5%

2 20-40 10 25%

3 40 and above 5 12.5%

Number of employees depends upon the scale of op-
eration and type of cloth produced in the unit. Since
most of entrepreneurs operate on small scale, more
than 60% employs less than 20 laborers in their units.
25% of respondents employ 20-40 laborers and only
12.5% of them employ more than 40 laborers.

Table 7.7: Status of Ownership of Power looms in unit

Sr. Ownership No. of Percentage
No. Respondents

1 All are Owned 13 32.5%

2 More than 50% are owned 12 30%

3 Less than 50% are owned 8 20%

4 All are On Lease 7 17.5%

Most of the power looms in Bhiwandi are obsolute
and older, as manufacturer prefers low priced second-
hand power looms over new looms. Ownership of
machines is an important factor affecting the profitabil-
ity of business since it reduces the outgo of rent. Out
of the 40 entrepreneurs only 13 own all the machines
in their unit. 30% of the entrepreneurs own more than
50% of the machines, 20% own less than 50% of the

machines and 17.5% operates machines on lease ba-
sis.

Table 7.8 : Status of Ownership of premises of unit

Sr. Ownership No. of Respondents Percentage
No.

1  Owned 22 55%

2 On lease 14 35%

3 Others 4 10%

Ownership of premises of unit is an important factor
affecting the profitability of business since it reduces
the outgo of rent. More than 50% of the entrepreneurs
own the premises of their unit, 14% of them operate
on lease.

Table 7.9 : Source of Raw Materials

Sr. Source of Raw No. of Percentage
No. materials Respondents

1 Bought from other cities 5 12.5%

2 Bought from Local Market
in the city 13 22.5%

3 Obtained from other
Enterprise on Job basis 22 55%

Source of raw materials is crucial for any entrepre-
neur in the process of production, depending on other
enterprises for raw materials reduces their profit lev-
els. More than half of the respondents obtain raw
materials from other enterprises on job basis. 22.5% of
respondents obtain from local market and only 12.5%
obtain from other cities.

Table 7.10 : Availability of Raw Materials

Sr. Availability of No. of Percentage
No Raw materials Respondents

1 Always available 15 37.5%

2 Available but not
required quantity 5 12.5%

3 Interrupted supply 16 40%

4 Seasonal availability 4 10%

Constant availability of good quality of raw materials in
sufficient quantity is essential for high productivity in
any production process. Only 15out of 40 respondents
have constant availability of raw materials throughout
the year. 40% of the respondents said thereis inter-
rupted supply of raw materials.
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Table 7.11 : Availability of electricity

Sr. Availability of No. of
No. Electricity Respondents Percentage

1 Very High 6 15%

2  High 16 40%

3 Moderate 15 37.5%

4 Low 3 7.5%

Electricity is an important input in the process of pro-
duction. Un-interrupted supply of electricity is very
crucial for high level of productivity. 65% of respon-
dents have constant availability of raw materials
throughout the year. Whereas only 3% of the respon-
dents said there is low supply of electricity.

Table 7.12 : Availability of trained & skilled personal

Sr. Availability of trained No. of
No. & skilled personal Respondents Percentage

1 Very High 7 17.5%

2  High 9 22.5%

3 Moderate 15 37.5%

4 Low 6 15%

5 Very Low 3 7.5%

Bhiwandi power looms support family of about 15
lakhsworkers; most of them being migrants from Uttar
Pradesh, Bihar, Rajasthan and Telangana states. Most
of them are traditionally belongs to weaving profession,
hence the re is good availability of trained weavers.
Around 40% of respondents said there is high avail-
ability of trained laborers. 7.5% of respondents said
there is very low availability of trained laborers.

Table 7.13 : Profit levels in Business

Sr. Profit levels in No. of Percentage
No. Business Respondents

1 High 0 0

2 Moderate 7 17.5%

3 Low 19 47.5%

4 Negative (Losses) 14 35%

Table  7.13 shows profit levels in business, none of the
respondents are earning high profits from their busi-
ness, only 17.5% of respondents earn moderate profits,
47.5% of the respondents earn low profits, whereas
35% of them suffer losses.

Table 7.14 : Reasons for low profits

Sr. Availability of No. of
No. Electricity Respondents Percentage

1 Financial related problems 11 27.5%

2 High cost of production 25 42.5%

3 Marketing related problems 15 37.5%

4 Labor Problem 22 55%

5 Electricity related issues 18 45%

6 Lack of government support 31 77.5%

Profit levels in business depend on multiplicity of fac-
tors ranging from finance, labor, raw materials, elec-
tricity, infrastructure etc. 77.5% of respondents feels
'Lack of government support' is the reason for their
low profitability, 55% attribute low profits to Labor
problems,45% to Electricity related problems,, 42.5%
to high cost of production, and 27.5 to Financial prob-
lems.

8. Results and Discussion
The study found that most of the entrepreneurs en-
gaged in powerloom industry of Bhiwandi are young
and educated, which is an indication of future growth
and prospects.
1. Low access to organized sector of financial sys-

tem is a matter of serious concern as high servic-
ing of debt from friends, relatives and money lend-
ers reduce their profit levels.

2. Most of the entrepreneurs are small in their ca-
pacity, as average holding of power looms is 30-
35 besides these machines are old and many of
them are acquired on lease basis, resulting in extra
explicit cost of rent. This makes them vulnerable
to market fluctuations and depend upon big entre-
preneurs for supply of raw materials on job basis,
who exploit them by paying low rates for cloth.

3. Although small entrepreneurs are satisfied with
the availability of electricity but rising cost of it is
eating away their already meager profits.

4. Since the production techniques are old and do
not require well trained laborers, the availability of
trained labors is not an issue, however seasonal
scarcity of labors especially during summer sea-
son is often a serious problem.

5. Most of the entrepreneurs attribute their low profits
to lack of government support; hence there is
urgent need of textile ministry interference in the
industry. The government can provide a big push
to the industry by subsequent investment in both
social and economic infrastructure.

REVIEW
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9. Conclusions
The textile industry is one of the largest industries in
Indian economy, hence it plays key role in the growth
and development of entire economy. Clothing being the
basic needs of human survival, the demand for cloth
keeps on rising remains inelastic. However, production
of cloth as per the demand in the market is crucial to
the growth and development of industry. The small-
scale entrepreneurs need training in the management
of their business in most profitable way. They must be
made aware about modern techniques of management
and marketing. Since the industry has great potential to
meet substantial requirements of fabric in the export
oriented garment industry, there is urgent need to im-
prove productivity of industry.  The entrepreneurs should
be made aware of the available government schemes
and support them in availing these schemes.

10. Suggestions
1. The technique of production used in the powerloom

industry is old and least productive, hence techno-
logical up gradation must be taken on priority.

2. Banks and financial institutions must ensure flow
of adequate, timely and cheap credit to entrepre-
neurs.

3. Government should encourage co-operative form
of organizations in powerloom industry.

4. Government should develop social and economic
infrastructure for the growth of powerloom indus-
try.

5. Provide training to labor and entrepreneurs how
to manage power looms and more skilledlabour is
necessary  in power looms as this helps to make
new design  and new varieties in production.
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Mr. A.R. Garde had worked for 33
years at Ahmedabad Textile
Industry's Research Association,
Ahmedabad, as researcher,
consultant and trainer in technical
and management areas before he
was selected to lead in 1990 as
Director. In his 7 years as the
CEO, he and his dozen colleagues
turned around the fortune of
ATIRA: the machinery, instruments
and equipment was modernized,
backlogs in maintenance and
employee benefits were filled in,
and the depreciation and reserve
funds were increased substantially.

Mr. Garde's techno-managerial
output is over 270 papers, 2
books, and contributions to 6
books; and over 100 papers
presented at conferences within
and outside India. After retirement,
he has published 7 books on
management (including in Marathi
and Gujarati), 3 books on ethics.
His one book on modern Hinduism
(in English, Marathi and Gujarati)
shows how Hinduism has adapted
itself to become suitable for the
21st century, without having to
compromise on any of its core
principle.

Mr. A. R. Garde

Ashok Garde, Formerly, Director, ATIRA

A general feeling exists that the labour laws in India are such that one
cannot really discipline those workers who are flouting rules or who shirk
work in different ways. Many work for much less period than for which
they are paid for. This can happen not only in the government, but also in
the semi-government bodies like the public sector units or theautonomous
cooperative research institutes such as ATIRA. Such behaviour used to
take place in the private sector also, and was protected by the labour
unions by ensuring that the punishment is small and dismissal is very
difficult. After the closure of inefficient businesses on a large scale after
the opening of the Indian economy to market forces, such behaviour in the
private sector has almost disappeared. However, it continues unabated in
the government and aided organisations even as the third decade of the
21st century is coming near. And the impression remains that tough actions
cannot be taken to reform the deviating behaviour. In this context, it is
worth learning from some interesting cases in managing to reform the
erring 'human resource'.

An Absconding Helper
The Pilot Plant at ATIRA for spinning yarns for small scale experiments
consists of machinery of the normal size, but with just one unit or two of
each stage of processing. Five persons were employed to run this plant as
and when needed, whereby 1 was the master fitter, 2 were machine
operators, and 2 were helpers for both the fitter and the operators. One
of these helpers, quite satisfactory in his work, had a bad habit of absenting
himself from work for days together without any prior permission of the
Pilot Mill supervisor or without even prior information. When asked after
his return to work after an absence of 10 days, 15 days or even 20 days,
about the reason for his absence, he would just keep mum. He was
scolded, punished by not paying for any of his absence (irrespective of
whether he had any due leave to his credit, which he most often did not
have). He was issued written notices several times asking why action
should not be taken against him. Nothing seemed to have worked for over
a period of six years of his service.

This case was brought to the notice of the newly selected Director. With
such a long history of 'non-reform' in his absenting habit, dismissal looked
like the only remedy left. Not giving him pay for absences did not simply
work, because the wages he earned for a month were about three times
what he would have in the private sector. Typical for this class of workers
who come from agrarian background, the discipline of working in a con-
fined space for 7-8 hours a day, 6 days a week, is too much of a discipline!
Once the earned money is 'enough', enjoying life by 'not working' is a
preferred way of living!Educated, middle class persons find such behaviour
difficult to understand and to accept. Many spinning mills in mofussil areas
experience worker absenteeism of 10-12 days a month because of this

The Case of the Hopeless Helper
ve oC[eled DekeÀe³ee&efCekegÀJe&efvle~
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phenomenon. The mills arrange for 'substitute' work-
ers, a facility that a non-production pilot plant cannot
possibly arrange for. The work in the pilot mill of ATIRA
used to suffer considerably because of the absence of
this helper.

Apparently, the previous Director had let things con-
tinue to happen this way because he did not want to
'hit a beehive with a stone'. The strong militant union
of workers in ATIRA, led by a fiery, strongly commu-
nist, outsideleader would have promptly entered into an
agitation mode. Another reason was perhaps even stron-
ger; this person was from the Scheduled Castes. It
needs to be stated firmly, that he was selected purely
on merit, as was the practice in ATIRA in the forgoing
45 years. Neither ATIRA, nor any other of the seven
cooperative research association had adopted the policy
of keeping reservation for the SC ST communities.
One knew that dismissing a person from this commu-
nity will be viewed by labour courts and high courts
very unfavourably. The chances of any dismissed
worker being reinstated were always high, and for SCST
cases, nearly 100%!

Quoting from latest books on management, invariably
from outside India, from the West or from Japan, is
customary in cases where management actions need
guidance. In our case, we had found that the concepts
of the first total management Guru of the world,
Acharya Chanakya, quite meaningful in our environ-
ment. His four sutras were quite relevant in this case:

oC[s He´Ceerle³es Je=efÊeë Idandepraneeyatevruttih Employment
is sustained through enforcement of rules.

ve oC[eled DekeÀe³ee&efCekegÀJe&efvle~ I nadandaat akaaryaanikurvanti
No punishment (makes people) do the things they should
not; interpreted another way; with punishment they do

not do wrong things ³eLeen&oC[keÀejer m³eeled I yathaarha-
dandakaarisyaatBe the one who gives punishment as
deserved.

oC[Heeª<³eelmeJe&peveÜs<³eë YeefJeleer~ I danda-parushyatsarva-
jana-dveshyahbhavatiOwing to too harsh punishments
(the manger) becomes hate-worthy by all people.

Together, these sutras clearly indicated that an appro-
priate disciplinary action needs to be taken. AND, if
ATIRA employees perceive it as 'too harsh', they will
judge the management as 'bad' and would lose their
goodwill for the institute.

The management faced an administrative dilemma. Take
a strong action and face turbulence; and later, if the
courts decide to reinstate, it would mean a loss of face
for the management.Take no action, and the impres-
sion goes around that the management is weak, any
employee can behave wrongly but would not get pun-
ished. The Policy Group of 11 persons, which consti-
tuted the management in ATIRA, had all heads of the
division at the level of Assistant Directors as mem-
bers. The PG met once a month under the Chairman-
ship of the Director to take policy decisions and to
review work. The PG was aware of this dilemma,
agreed that some strong action must be taken to dis-
cipline this helper; they discussed ways and means to
deal with the situation and came out with a solution
that appeared sound. Why not call the leaders of the
union to which this helper belonged and explain to
them the situation in which this helper finds himself?
Request the union leaders to tell this helper that if he
does not stop his absenteeism, he stands to lose his
job. This was done. The helper was given 6 months to
show that he has reformed. He just did not! His re-
maining absent without information for over 10 days at
a time happened twice during this period!!

Tough Action
Clearly, it was necessary to dismiss this helper; to
remove him from the job to set a good lesson to other
employees about not neglecting their duties. But the
management was also aware of this helper's social
and family situation, and since he was a sincere good
worker when present, he deserved sympathetic hu-
mane treatment. Firstly, it was decided that though he
is to be dismissed, he will be given all the benefits as
if he has retired early; not just the mandatory minimum
3 month's pay. Secondly, a 'show cause' notice was
given to him summarizing his absenteeism over the
past 6 years and asking him to respond why he should
not be dismissed for this consistently poor behaviour in
terms of long absences from work. Thirdly, this notice
and a history sheet for the 6 years of his service were
placed on the general notice board for all employees to
see. This history sheet also mentioned that the efforts
by the union leaders to persuade him to avoid absen-
teeism had failed.

An important discussion that took place in the PG
meeting needs to be mentioned here. In this meeting
held just before the show cause notice was to be is-
sued, a point was raised." Let us be prepared for this
case to go to the labour court or even to the high
court. Our case needs to be strong. Why not show
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that this helper was no good at work? We can alter his
annual reports on performance, as recorded in his
personal file. Then, even if evidence is asked, we can
produce the file as evidence." The personnel policy at
ATIRA was to promote a person based solely on his/
her performance at the job. Excellent performing em-
ployees were promoted to the next higher grade in the
categoryin 5 years, good employees in 7 years and
satisfactory employees in 10 years. If anyone was found
unsatisfactory, he would be given a year to improve by
pointing out specifically what is expected in his work
performance. If no improvement were to occur, he
would be asked to go. (Such a removal had not been
necessary, luckily.) There ensued considerable discus-
sion among the PG members on this point of whether
to alter this helper's performance record. A consensus
was reached that such tampering is not worth under-
taking for three 'practical' reasons. Firstly, to tamper
the appraisal forms filled in at different annual apprais-
als in such a way that no one can detect the difference
was not easy. Secondly, the immediate supervisor, the
first link in the appraisal process that went through 3
levels of scrutiny, would need to be told and he would
have to either agree or be forced to agree. Thirdly, no
matter what precautions were to be taken for keeping
this change a 'secret', the grapevine in the organisation
would ensure that it leaks and every one would be
aware of this, including the union leaders. However,
the consensus for not doing any such tampering came
mainly due to a 'theoretical' reason! ATIRA manage-
ment had an unspoiled reputation of being ethical in all
its dealings, inside and outside the organisation. Trans-
parency was the mainstay for the credibility of the
management in the eyes of the employees. The idea of
tampering the performance record was entirely against
this tradition: it was unethical, immoral and also illegal!
The hard earned credibility of the management, earned
over 45 years would be destroyed by this one action!!
Recognising this, the PG members unanimously de-
cided to make no change in the record of this helper.
There was no response from the helper to theshow
cause notice. The union to which he belonged would
not help him to defend, because their word had not
been kept by him. After due waiting time, he was
dismissed and the dismissal letter conveyed to him that
all his dues are deposited into his account at the bank
at ATIRA, where all employees got their salary depos-
ited every month.

What would happen on the employee front after this
dismissal was announcedwas anybody's guess. What
really happened was an eye-opener for all, including

the management.
◆ The Union formally announced that they will not

defend this helper, nor will they take his case to
the court.

◆ A leader of the union, who was the minority dis-
sident on this issue, started appealing to the em-
ployees to raise funds for this helper's defense,
independently of the union. Got no response what-
ever!

◆ This leader had advised the helper not to take
away his dues from his bank account till his de-
fense takes place etc. in order to strengthen his
case. After waiting for 3-4 months, this helper
withdrew his full amount from the bank account.

◆ The union members from the accounts section
had spread the word that this helper is given his
dues as if he has retired.

◆ There was no murmuring or agitation against this
dismissal of a SCST person from the staff, includ-
ing other SCST members of the staff.

It could thus be seen that the steps taken by the
management to ensure that not only the tough action
taken should be fair and just, but also its perception by
the employees should be fair, had succeeded. In fact,
the management was happily surprised that their ac-
tions have succeeded so well!

And there was another good reason for the satisfac-
tion of having dealt well with a difficult situation and
for the surprise at the result. Immediately after the
Show Cause notice was served to this helper, the
Director got a call from the President of the union to
which this helper belonged. He, a doctorate in physics,
had organized a union at the institute where he was
doing his PhD. As a die-hard communist, he wanted to
strive for defending the rights of the 'downtrodden'
workers of all academic institutes in Ahmedabad. He
was leading the ATIRA union as President, though not
an employee of ATIRA. He gave a call to the Direc-
tor," Hello Doctor XX, I hear that you are planning to
dismiss a helper working in your pilot mill. He is a poor
man with a family and you want to take away his job?
Do you want to start your tenure as Director with a
dismissal?" This leader was on good 'Hello Doctor'
terms with the earlier Director of ATIRA. The re-
sponse from the new Director was somewhat like this."
Dr. XXX XX, please note that I do not possess any
doctorate, am just a simple graduate. And, yes, I am
taking an action that I am myself not happy about. But
justice has to be done and if the action needed is
dismissal, I would need to take that action." Given this

TEXPERIENCE
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interaction with the top boss of the militant union, the
management was not sure whether everything will go
well after the dismissal. It did: no court case, so no
question of the possibility of reinstatement of the dis-
missed person, no backlash from the unionised employ-
ees.

Lessons the Management Learnt
◆ Everyone understands that the rules made for

smooth working of an organisation need to be
followed by each and every employee. Disciplin-
ary action against an erring employee is neces-
sary.

◆ The purpose of the disciplinary action is basically
to get the person to behave according to the rules.
If persuasion, oral advice, written notices do not
bring about any change, then a strong action is
needed.

◆ Any punishment must be given using due pro-
cesses of law, which are based on the principles
of natural justice. This adherence ensures that all
actions of the management are legally correct.

◆ Dismissal from service is the strongest punish-
ment; even when this is meted out, it is seen a

just and fair by all employees if they are aware
of the reasons why such action had to be taken.

◆ Such awareness is generated among employees
only if the management is fully transparent while
taking such a harsh decision.

◆ That the management is unhappy to have to take
such a decision, which hurts the dismissed person
and his family, has to be openly stated.

◆ Empathy from the management to the dismissed
is best demonstrated by compensating for the loss
of job as much as possible, under the rules and
regulations of the organisation.

◆ Legal actions of defense and resultant court cases
can also get avoided with total transparency be-
fore and after dismissal.

The advice given by Acharya Chanakya inca 300 BCE
(Before Common Era) to managers of the state on
how to go about disciplining employees is seen to be
quite valid in 2000 CE. Unpleasant though a disciplin-
ary action would be, it has to be taken, wisely. Good
rules and good discipline to follow the rules together
make running an organisation easier; this was
soyesterday, is so today and will be so tomorrow.

TEXPERIENCE
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The series of chapters under the title, 'Graphene A Wonder Material' are being published in the Journal of the Textile
Association. The nanomaterial Graphene has been attracting a lot of attention over the past few years. Thankful to
its unique combination of a simple structure of bonded carbon atoms with its multitudinous and complex physical
properties. This series covers the extraordinary features of graphene, its different methods of preparation and isolation,
useful applications in various fields of science and technology, its science involved in the technology of textiles, and
finally ending up with its future prospects.

This series is written primarily as an introductory text for the readers of those interested or already working in
graphene and putting up its essence in the textile related areas, who wish to acquire a broad knowledge of graphene
and its application in textiles.

The previous chapter dealt with the structural and morphological characteristics of graphene. The characterization
of graphene structures is mainly analyzed in terms of microscopic and spectroscopic techniques. It primarily focused
on various methods available with different types of microscopes that are being used in the field of graphene
nanotechnology for structural characterization.

The present chapter briefly covers the structural and chemical characteristics of graphene. This chapter explicates
various methods available with different types of spectroscopy that are being widely used in the field of graphene
nanotechnology for structural as well as chemical  characterization.

Chapter 6
GRAPHENE A WONDER MATERIAL :
Characterization of Graphene (Part-II)

Saptarshi Maiti, Pintu Pandit, Geetal Mahajan, R. V. Adivarekar & M. D. Teli

Graphene, a remarkable two dimensional material has
specially attracted a lot of attention because of its
astonishing electrical properties such as high carrier
mobility, quantum hall effect at room temperature,
ambipolar electric field effect along with ballistic con-
duction of charge carriers. Some other equally impor-
tant properties of graphene include its unexpectedly
high absorption of white light, high elasticity, unusual
magnetic properties, high surface area, gas adsorption,
and charge-transfer interaction with molecules.
Graphene normally describes to be a single layer of
sp2 bonded carbon atoms. There are important inves-
tigations on bi- and few-layered graphenes (FGs) as
well. In the very first experimental study on graphene
by Novoselov  et al. in 2004, graphene was prepared
by micromechanical cleavage from graphite flakes.
Since then, there has been much progress in the syn-
thesis of graphene and a number of methods have
been devised to prepare high-quality single-layer
graphenes (SLGs) and FGs.

Characterization of graphene forms an important part
of graphene research and involves measurements based
on several microscopic and spectroscopic techniques.
Characterization involves determination of the number
of layers and the purity of sample in terms of absence
or presence of defects. Mainly, characteristic informa-
tion regarding graphene layers is vital for end use ap-

plications as graphene properties are very much de-
pendent on its number of layers. The previous chapter
dealt with various imaging techniques so far developed
to investigate the properties of graphene with some
glimpses of the importance of such techniques. As
mentioned earlier, the techniques of characterization in
graphene nanotechnology greatly covers spectroscopic
methods along with the morphological techniques. Some
of such spectroscopic techniques that are being widely
used in the arena of graphene research are discussed
and glimpsed over this chapter.

Raman Spectroscopy
For nearly half a century, Raman spectroscopy is one
of the most versatile characterization techniques for
carbon allotropes. Initializing from fullerene to graphite,
individual carbon nanomaterials show their unique fin-
gerprints in Raman spectra. Fundamentally, Raman
spectroscopy is a nondestructive characterization tech-
nique, that reveals the information related to the bond-
ing information of such carbon nanomaterials, the sig-
nature of sp2-sp3 hybridization, the introduction of
chemical impurities, the optical energy gap, elastic
constants, doping, and other crystal disorders. For
graphene and graphene-derived materials, Raman spec-
troscopy provides valuable information correlating its
defects, edge constructions, functionalizations, induced
strain, lattice mismatch, as well as the number of

TEXNOTE
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graphene layers. Raman spectra of single layered
graphene produce its characteristics D-band, G-band,
and 2D band at its respective positions of ~1350, ~1580,
and ~2690 cm-1, respectively. The appearance of the
three characteristics of Raman peaks is due to its elec-
tronic band structure and its interband phonon transi-
tions. The D-band appears in a Raman spectrum due
to the induced defects in graphene. Primarily, this is a
double resonance scattering, which includes the inter-
valley scattering of optical (iTO) phonon near the K
point of the Brillouin zone. The presence of a symmet-
ric G-band and 2D band in a Raman spectrum of
graphene manifests the key signature of highly crystal-
line single layered graphene. The origin of G-band is
from a single resonance doubly degenerate E2g phonon
mode at the Brillouin zone, while 2D peak generates
due to the double resonance scattering with iTO phonon
near the K point of the Brillouin zone. The D-band and
G-band in the Raman spectrum of graphite symbolize
the bands of disorder as well as tangential bands, re-
spectively, whereas the symmetric 2D band illustrates
the stacking order of graphene layers, mainly the elec-
tronic interactions between the interlayer and sub-
strates. A comparative Raman spectrum of graphite
and graphene is shown in Figure 1 which distinctly
demonstrates the symmetric and non-symmetric peak
of graphite and graphene, respectively. The position
and intensity of characteristic bands of graphene change
with its number of layers as shown in Figure 2. Simi-
larly, the intensity ratio of the D peak and G peak (i.e.,
ID/IG) signifies the induced concentrations of defect
in graphene, whereas the intensity ratio of the G peak
and 2D peak (i.e., IG/I2D) ratio of ~0.2-0.5, which
further increases with increasing number of graphene
layers. Traces of the surface-functionalized molecules
in graphene could be identified using this technique as
well. Furthermore, graphene characteristic peak posi-
tions also vary with some external influences like pres-
sure, temperature, induced strain, and doping. Hence,
the experimentation technique and its setup for the
Raman spectroscopy of graphene are of  significant
importance.

Figure 1: Raman spectra of graphite and graphene

Figure 2: Raman spectra of different layers of graphene
on SiO2/Si substrate (Ferrari et al., 2006)

X-ray Diffraction
X-ray diffraction is also a very important technique for
investigation of different forms of carbon. The X-ray
diffractograms of graphene oxide and reduced graphene
oxide are presented in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.
The spectra in both the diffractograms show two peaks
corresponding to graphene oxide and graphene. The
strong peak around 2? of 10 - 12 degree generally
corresponds to an interlayer spacing of about 0.76 nm,
which indicates the presence of oxygen functional group.
After chemical reduction of graphene oxide, the hy-
drophilicity of water-dispersed graphene oxide sheets
gradually decreases, thereby leading to an irreversible
agglomeration of reduced graphene oxide sheet. The
broad peak around 2? of 24 - 26 degree indicates a
random plucking of graphene sheets in the reduced
graphene oxide. This peak generally corresponds to
the 002 plane of graphite with interlayer spacing of
0.34 nm due to the the removal of the oxygen atoms
that get into the gallery of graphite during the interca-
lation process.

Figure 3: XRD diffractogram of graphene oxide (Thema
et al., 2012)

Figure 4: XRD diffractogram of reduced graphene oxide
(Thema et al., 2012)
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Fourier Transform Infra-red Spectroscopy
Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy is the one of
the simplest analytical technique for the characteriza-
tion of graphite based compounds. Such spectrum as
represented in Figure 5 shows a peak of reduced
graphene oxide representing -OH stretching vibrations
around 3400 cm-1 which gets significantly reduced due
to deoxygenation. The occurrence of C=O stretching
at 1720 cm-1 is due to the mechanism of exfoliation
primarily because of the expansion of  CO2 evolved
into the interstices between the graphene sheets during
rapid heating, and the C-O stretching vibrations ob-
served around 1060 cm-1 are due to the remaining
carbonyl groups after the reduction process. The mecha-
nism of exfoliation process is mainly the peeling of
graphitic structure to pave the way for creating an
entrance of oxygen during the oxidation process. The
peaks observed in the range of 1200 to 1050 cm-1 are
stretching vibrations on the graphene oxide indicating
skeletal vibrations from unoxidized graphitic domain
thereby indicating that the bulk of the oxygen-contain-
ing functional groups get removed from the graphene
oxide.

Figure 5: FTIR spectra of graphene oxide and reduced
graphene oxide

Ultraviolet-visible Spectroscopy
The ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy is an another simple
method to characterize the graphite based structures.
Referring to the Figure 6, the ultraviolet-visible spec-
trum of graphene oxide generally shows an adsorption
peak at 230 nm which gets shifted to 270 nm in
graphene. Such occurrence of red shift is due to the
electronic configuration in graphene during the reduc-
tion of graphene oxide. The absorption peak of 230 nm
is generally attributed to the ? - ?* transition of aro-
matic C-C ring. The ultraviolet-visible spectrum of
reduced graphene oxide on the other hand shows the
red shift at 270 nm. This absorption peak is attributed
to the n - ?* transition of C-O bonds embedded by
exfoliation and intercalation on the graphene.

Figure 6: UV-vis spectra of graphene oxide and
graphene

Carbon to oxygen atomic ratio (C/O ratio)
The carbon to oxygen (C/O) ratio is usually obtained
through elemental analysis measurements mainly by X-
ray photoelectron spectrometry (XPS) analysis. It has
been proved that the data obtained by elemental analy-
sis are reasonably consistent with the data of XPS,
considering the fact that elemental analysis produces
the bulk composition while XPS is a surface analysis
technique. Furthermore XPS spectra can give more
information on the chemical structures of graphene oxide
and reduced graphene oxide. Since it is ?-electrons
from the sp2 carbon that greatly determine the optical
and electrical properties of carbon based materials, the
fraction of sp2 domain can provide insight into struc-
ture-property relationships. Briefly, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 7 (a), the C1s XPS spectrum of graphene oxide
clearly indicates a considerable degree of oxidation with
four components that correspond to carbon atoms in
different functional groups: the non-oxygenated ring C
(~284.6 eV), the C in C-O bonds (~286.0 eV), the
carbonyl C (~287.8 eV), and the carboxylate carbon
(O-C=O, ~289.0 eV). Although the C1s XPS spectrum
of reduced graphene oxide in Figure 7 (b) also exhibits
these oxygen containing functional groups, their peak
intensities are comparatively weaker than that of
graphene oxide.

Figure 7: C1s XPS spectra of (a) graphene oxide and
(b) reduced graphene oxide (Pei et al., 2011)
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TEXNOTE

Summary
Characterization of graphene is very much important in
order to investigate its structure, associated with the
hexagonal arrangement of its atoms, defects, and num-
ber of layers. In last decade, researchers from differ-
ent nooks of the world are working hard to explicate
the chemical and structural science of graphene
nanotechnology. Various methods have become widely
acceptable for investigating structural, morphological,
and chemical information of graphene structures. The
characterizations of such 2D material can be basically
examined by two types of techniques, i.e., microscopic
and spectroscopic methods.

As discussed in the earlier chapter, there was a brief
outlook of the available microscopic methods that are
being widely used in the technology of graphene re-
search. Whereas the main focus of this chapter was
on the different types of spectroscopic techniques used
in the field of graphene nanotechnology for the inves-
tigation of its structure and chemical composition.
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UNIT ACTIVITY

The Textile Association (India)

TAI - M. P. Unit

Discussion on Budget 2018
The Textile Association (India) - M.P. Unit organized
a program jointly with M. P. Mill Owners Association,
Spinners Club and M.P. Store Merchant Association at
Jal Sabhagrah, Indore after Annual Budget declaration.
Such program is organizing by TAI M.P. Unit since
last many years.

Among invited guest Dr. Kamlesh Bhandari(Social
Economist & Professor), Shri Sunil Jain (Chartered
Accountant), Shri AjitJain (Chartered Accountant), Shri
Awadhesh Kumar Sharma (Hon.Jt. Gen. Secretary,
TAI Central Office, Shri Kailash Agrawal (Chairman
- TAI - M.P. Unit), Shri Ashok Veda Hon. Secretary,
TAI - M.P. Unit, Shri R. P. Gautam (Vice President -
TAI - M.P. Unit), Shri N. S. Nirwan (Past President
- TAI - M.P. Unit) were present and they lightened the
lamp with pooja of Maa Saraswati. Mr. Ashok Veda
welcomed all the guests by garland and honored with
gifts.

Very learned Chartered Accountants, Economist and
Financial Advisors were invited. Shri Sunil Jain (re-
nowned Chartered Accountant) explained budget in a
simple and concrete form. He specifically explained
for Income Tax on Salary paid to the employees as
well as on businessman. He also described Changed
Rules about GST implications on Re-sale of Vehicles
since 25.01.2018 and on Textiles.

Dr. Kamlesh Bhandari is a "Social Economist Profes-
sor" so he explained the detailed effect of Budget-2018
on Middle Class people of India and poor class Indian
people. He recognized this budget as Preparation of
General Elections in 2019 but also expressed his doubt
for declaration of one more budget in Jan.2019 before
General Election. He was suspecting that Prime Min-
ister & Finance Minister may change Financial Year
since 1st Jan. to 31st Dec. in place of 1st April to 31st
March.

Shri AjitJain, a well-known Chartered Accountant of
Indore and famous for fighting with wrong decisions of
Reserve Bank. He explained very well about present
scenario of 'Share Market' and future of Share market
after this Annual Budget. He also told all to purchase
shares of actually well performing companies because
this is the bottom most value of their shares and will
improve later on.

Shri Ashok Veda requested Shri R. P. Gautam (Vice
President-TAI-M.P. Unit), to honor newly elected Shri
Awadhesh Kumar Sharma (Hon. Jt. General Secre-
tary - TAI Central Office), President, Shri Krishna
Spinning Mill, Burhanpur (Madhya Pradesh) with gar-
land and gift. Shri Ashok Veda requested Shri Awadhesh
Kumar Sharma to sum-up on discussion program.

Shri Awadhesh Kumar Sharma (Hon. Jt. General Sec-
retary, TAI Central Office) thanked for being with
learned guest& renowned personalities, Dr. Kamlesh
Bhandari, Shri Sunil Jain and Shri Ajit Jain along with
other members of Industries & Business houses. He
also mentioned that there is a VARDHMAN Group
scaling height continuously since beginning till to-day
without having any effect of any budgets since many
decades. So, sincere honest Industrialist should plan
and move continuously like Vardhman Group. He
thanked everyone.

Shri Ashok Veda once again requested Shri Kailash
Agrawal topropose a Vote of thanks. Shri Kailash
Agrawal (Chairman - TAI -M.P. Unit) thanked to all
and declared the end of discussion on Budget 2018
with his few words.

Shri Ashok Veda (Hon. Secretary, TAI, M.P. Unit)
declared to meet again at Holi festival celebration.

Then all joined at open air lawn to enjoy delicious food
by The Textile Association (India) - M.P. Unit.

Program was very successfully organized and the
participants were satisfied with the informative knowl-
edge on Budget and requested TAI Unit to organize
such programs in future.
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14TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
APPAREL & HOME TEXTILES
 8TH SEPTEMBER 2018
INDIA HABITAT CENTRE NEW DELHI

THEME: CREATION OF TEN MILLION JOBS
IN APPAREL SECTOR

Minuscule as India's garment sector is in rela-
tion to its potential, it employs 12 million people.
Double the industry's size and another ten mil-
lion jobs will be created.

India is in a virtuous phase of its demographic
transition and the most important priority of the
government and the industry is to find ways to
provide employment to the 12 million young
people entering the workforce annually

Most customers believed that after China, India would
be the greatest beneficiary of the free market. Profes-
sionals at that time recognized that India's industry was
not as well developed as its competitors, but customers
assumed that given an opportunity, India's garment-
export industry would improve. In 2005, virtually all the
major customers rushed to India, opening possibilities
but optimistic assumptions proved to be wrong. In fact
the opposite occurred. India's competitors developed
further while little change occurred in India. Conse-
quently, each year India has fallen further behind both
its competitors and its previous performance because
due to no or low capacity building & lack of liberal
import policy regime for apparel exports. From a peak
in 2005, year-on-year market share percentage change
has not moved upwards

Vacation of export market space due to high labour
cost in China; low compliance standards in Bangladesh
is again providing an opportunity.

In spite of all the good intentions of everybody the net
result is almost insignificant growth in industry and lack
of competiveness which is restricting the scope of all
additional job creation which is the country's prime
concern.

A BRIEF INTRODUCTION ABOUT OGTC

OGTC a cluster centric approach in NCR is the first

of its kind with mission excellence as its motto. Though
the members are not having physical proximity but are
clear in their minds that success can only be achieved
through collective thinking and cooperation. Like minded
entrepreneurs got together and created OGTC to pri-
marily strengthen each member by complementing each
other, by identifying Best Practices with reference to
working, CSR, Training of Disabled Persons, Environ-
mental issues, Women Empowerment etc. Additionally
implementing intensive collective training and adopting
out of the box approach and provide inputs as a think
tank to the garment industry.

BROAD COMPOSITION
Member Companies 26
No. of Manufacturing Units 110
Stitching Machines 41000
Capacity 110 Million

Pcs. per month
No. of Employees 50000
Annual Export of Member  USD 300 Million
Companies

CONFERENCE APPROACH
It requires the Policymakers, the Entrepreneurs, the
Industry, the Academies, and the Researchers in fact
Everybody's involvement to bring growth and build
competitiveness.
The conference will attempt to bring all to work to-
gether to create a totally inclusive strategy including
both leading and supporting players which will work
towards creating.

◆ Ability to enroll all the required players
◆ Accepting that each player will have their own

agenda
◆ Convincing each player how they will benefit

providing the strategy that succeeds

The conference aims to develop a creative coalition
which takes everybody on board.

OGTC CONFERENCE HISTORY

A cross-disciplinary event, the idea is to explore cre-
ativity and the creative process through the lenses of
imagination and innovation.

It provides an environment for academics, researchers
and practitioners to exchange ideas and recent devel-

Announcing OGTC Next Conference
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opments in the field of apparel manufacturing. The
conference is also expected to foster networking, col-
laboration and joint effort among the conference par-
ticipants to advance the theory and practice as well as
to identify major trends in apparel manufacturing.

A few quick facts about last year's version ICAHT
2017 of the conference:
◆ Delegates from 120 Manufacturing Units and 30

persons from consulting firms participated
◆  Over 600 delegates participated
◆  More than 70% of attendees were Garment

Industry Professionals
◆  As many as 60 of our attendees were Garment

Industry Owners
◆  69% of our attendees were senior level persons
◆  14+ Speakers shared knowledge & case studies.
◆  80% of last year's attendees said they would like

to attend and probably or definitely recommend
the conference to a colleague

CONFERENCE STRUCTURE

1) The Policy Makers the Industry, the Academi-
cians the Researchers and all other associated to
the growth and building competitiveness to the
industry are likely to participate in the confer-
ence.

2) Workshops will encourage attendees to put the
creative process into practice

Specific workshops are arranged on selected ar-
eas from the above list by eminent experts from
India and Abroad for specific skill professionals.

3) On the sidelines of the conference there will be
a Poster Presentation to encourage the research
& postgraduate students a poster competition on
the conference theme will be held where 3 best
poster presentations will get cash reward.

Workshops- A Special Feature of ICAHT
It may not be out of place to mention that the concept
of workshops and general interest presentations is a
novel concept adopted by OGTC and has been found
extremely beneficial to the industry in terms of specific
skill up-gradation and creation of general awareness in
the present times, which are really termed as knowl-
edge economy.

For further details if any contact:
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE:
Mr. PMS Uppal, Chairman
Mr. R.C. Kesar, Conference Chairman 09810091812

CONFERENCE SECT.
Okhla Garment & Textile Cluster
B-24/1, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase II,
New Delhi-110020, Ph. (91)11- 41609550
Email ID: ogtc@ogtc.in , ogtc@airtelmail.in
Visit us at www.ogtc.in

Since January 2018, company KNEO with offices in
Pune, Mumbai and Chennai is the exclusive Sales and
Service Agent for Autefa Solutions nonwovens activi-
ties in India.

Autefa Solutions needlepunch line

Autefa Solutions and KNEO, under the leadership of
Mr. N. Krishnamurthy and Mr.Raju Kulkarni,
alreadylook back to a long lasting and very successful
cooperation in the business fields of Autefa
Automationand Autefa Baling technology as well as
global service assistance in nonwoven equipment. In
January2018, Mr. Amar Surve complemented the
KNEO team, taking over the position as sales
managerfor nonwovens machinery. He is located in
Mumbai. The overall market responsibility from Autefa

Autefa Solutions announce new nonwovens machinery
sales setup for the Indian market
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Solutions side is with Mr. Alexander Stampfer from
Autefa Solutions Germany.

As a full line supplier for carded- crosslapped
nonwovens lines, needlepunch nonwoven lines,
spunlaceand thermobondingAutefa Solutions meet cus-
tomers' requirements for quality web formationand web
bonding, active weight regulation, and minimal mainte-

nance. AUTEFA Solutions combines experts of the
former companies Fehrer, F.O.R, OCTIR, AUTEFA
and Strahm.

For more information, please contact:
Jutta Soell (Dipl.- Ing)
Head of Marketing
www.kneo.in.

Even if the winding machine is only responsible for
about 10-15% of the energy consumption (compressed
air and electrical energy) when considering the classic
ring spinning process, these criteria play an important
role in assessing the performance of the machine.
Comparative measurements in the package winding
sector show that the Autoconer 6 is not only more
productive than the competitors; it also consumes less
energy and compressed air and uses the valuable raw
material more sparingly. Provided with the latest equip-
ment and E³ certification and with optimum settings,
the Autoconer is the most efficient and cost-effective
automatic winding machine on the market.

Realistic comparison in a spinning mill

Spinning process

Energy comparison

Autoconer 6 with E³ - Measurably more
productive and economical

In a spinning mill in India, two fully equipped and op-
timally adjusted latest-generation winding machines,the
Autoconer 6 and a competitor's machine, were com-
pared with one another. Over a periodof one month,
energy and compressed air consumption, yarn waste
and production were continuously measured and the
results averaged over the entire month. Both machines
were used for winding underthe same conditions (ma-
terial: 100% CO, Ne 40 with a winding speed of 1,600
m/min). For objective comparability and independent
evaluation of the results, the customer set the con-
sumption data indirect relation to the yarn quantity
produced.

Autoconer better across the board
The test result is clear. The Autoconer 6 is the leader
in all measured values. Its production is 4% higher
than that of its competitor. It uses 3% less energy and
13% less compressed air. The yarn waste is also sig-
nificantly lower. Here, the advantage in terms of
economy is approximately 13%. Calculated over the
year, the Autoconer 6 achieves a significantly higher
return than the competition machine.

E³ - the certificate you can rely on
The Autoconer 6 was developed from the outset with
the aim of ensuring maximum productivity withthe low-
est possible consumption of resources. E³, the certifi-
cate for triple customer benefits in thefields of energy,
economics and ergonomics, guarantees Schlafhorst's
customers the greatest possible benefit from technical
innovation. A number of factors are responsible for the
good results in thecomparative test, which are only
available for the Autoconer 6 in such an optimal com-
bination.

Thanks to SmartCycle and a flow-optimised suction
nozzle, the Autoconer 6 ensures an extremely efficient
cycle process. This is why the intelligent "Power on
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Demand" system makes it possible toapply the vacuum
sparingly and in accordance with requirements. The
globally unique SmartJet also supports upper yarn de-
tection and pushes up productivity, just like Launch
Control, the Eco-Drum Drive System and Speedster
FX. The variable adjustability of Multi Jet means that
compressed air consumption can be drastically reduced.
And Ecopack FX, the upper and lower yarn sensors as
wellas the Autotense FX yarn tension system ensure
less yarn waste; in the best case, the tension system
guarantees a yarn runoff without residuals.

Energy Monitoring helps in optimisation
To ensure that the full potential savings are exploited
in daily practice, the Autoconer 6 can be optionallye
quipped with Energy Monitoring.

It continuously measures electricity and compressed
air consumptiononline during operation so that the op-

erating personnel can monitor and optimise resource
consumption lot by lot.

With its measurable performance advantages, the
Autoconer 6 is thus the benchmark for productivity
and economy in winding.

SAURER - WE LIVE TEXTILE.
Media Contact:
Heike Scheibe
Expert Communication Winding
Schlafhorst
Zweigniederlassung der
Saurer Germany GmbH & Co. KG
Carlstrasse 60
52531 Übach-Palenberg
Germany T + 49 2451 905 2847
heike.scheibe@saurer.com
www.saurer.com

Due to the strong demand for BRÜCKNER lines in
the last years, an enlargement of the production capac-
ity was indispensable for the German technology sup-
plier. There were no possibilities for expansion at the
previous production site in Tittmoning (Bavaria), so that
the company came to the decision to build a com-
pletely new site near Tittmoning, at a distance of a few
kilometers from the previous site. The company man-
agement never even thought of moving the production
abroad since by doing so the company would lose in-
valuable employees and thus decades of experience
and know-how. The ground breaking in September 2016
was followed by a one-year construction period. In
November 2017 BRÜCKNER began step by step to
move the production to the new production site. In
spring 2018 the moving will be terminated.

The new plant comprises 25.000 square meters of
construction hall area and is provided with the latest

production technology. Since this is a completely new
building, all optimization potentials regarding material
flow and work place design could be used. The in-
creasing sizes and weights of the machinery compo-
nents were considered in the selection of the height of
the hall and the type of the installed crane systems.
Thus, crane systems for the lifting of weights up to 20
tons and crane hooks in a height of 12 m are available
for the final assembly.

The increasing sales success during the last years and
the systematic expansion of BRÜCKNER's nonwovens
sector had a significant influence on the decision to
build this new site. In 2017, BRÜCKNER sold in the
TECHNO-LINE NONWOVENS product line several
lines for the production of geo-nonwovens, light
nonwovens consolidated with bonding agents for the
medical sector, voluminous thermo-fusioned filler
nonwovens for the furniture industry and thermo-fu-

BRÜCKNER sets the course for the future

New production site in Abtenham, near Tittmoning
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sion ovens for ADL, topsheet and backsheet for the
hygienics industry.

Air-through belt oven SUPRA-FLOW BA with
subsequent separate cooling zone

Particularly in the field of hygienic nonwovens, a trend
shows towards products of a better quality with a
smoother hand and of more uniform texture. With the
development of a new generation of air-through oven,
BRÜCKNER created the preconditions to provide
customers all over the world with the technology to
produce these high quality end products.

Particularly in the field of hygienic nonwovens, a trend
shows towards products of a better quality with a
smoother hand and of more uniform texture. With the
development of a new generation of air-through oven,
BRÜCKNER created the preconditions to provide
customers all over the world with the technology to
produce these high quality end products.

The successful sales of the new oven generation
SUPRA-FLOW BA to renowned nonwovens produc-

ers all over the world confirms once again the innova-
tion power of BRÜCKNER. Particular attention was
given to a gentle transport of the not yet bonded web,
a particularly uniform air flow through the web as well
as a constant temperature distribution across the com-
plete working width. Important findings from very dif-
ferent thermal treatment systems of related
BRÜCKNER product lines could be integrated into
the construction design.

The new oven type is characterized among other ad-
vantages by the following constructive features:

◆ gentle fabric transport
◆ minimum thermal energy required
◆ high flow uniformity
◆ constant temperature distribution across the work-

ing width
◆ best possible accessibility of the oven chambers
◆ easy to maintain
◆ flow-optimized air circulation
◆ use of belts with special coating with good de-

taching characteristics
◆ working widths of up to 4200 mm in the standard

design
◆ production speeds up to 200 m/min

The continuously increasing number of inquiries for
this new type of oven shows that the extensive devel-
opment efforts were definitely justified and that the
new belt oven corresponds absolutely to the market
requirements.

L to R: Ms. Liu Yan, Sales Manager CNT Beijing,
Ms. Zhou Ye Jun, President Wuxi No. 1 Cotton Mill, Mr.

Thomas Sifrig, Sales Manager Loepfe&
Mr. Joel Zou, Import Manager Wuxi No. 1 Cotton Mill

The level of China's investment in Africa is increasing
fast. Until recent, Investments from China in Africa
have been largely focused on large projects in a few
sectors, including mining, oil and infrastructure. Chi-
nese companies  are  the  major  players  in  the
world's  textile  market  and  important customers in
the cotton market. Cotton exports from Africa to Asian
countries are increasing.  Textile production in China is
today confronted with rising wages, higher energy bills
and mounting logistical costs, as well as quotas on the
import of cotton. The combination of these reasons is
leading Chinese textile companies to invest overseas.
One of them, Wuxi No. 1 Cotton Mill Textile Group
Co. Ltd., recently signed a memorandum of under-

Chinese Spinning Mills Exploring Africa
LOEPFE TALKED WITH MS. ZHOU YE JUN, PRESIDENT OF WUXI NO. 1 COTTON MILL
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standing with a partner in Ethiopia to invest in a 300'000
spindles spinning mill.

Wuxi No. 1 Cotton Mill Textile Group Co. Ltd. (Wuxi
YGM Textile Co. Ltd.) established in 1919, is today
the largest producer of high quality compact yarns
worldwide. The group today produces in China with
500'000 spindles annually 26,000 tons of yarn.

Loepfe believes that such development is quite inter-
esting and has spoken with the President of Wuxi No.
1 Cotton Mill, Ms. Zhou Ye Jun about the motive of
this partnership as well as the current state of affairs
of their China operation and their focus on quality as
their key factor for success.

"The  encouraging  message  is  that  Africa  has
some  unique  advantages  for  Chinese investors. In
comparison with Asia, Africa's location is physically
closer to the European and American markets. Africa
also enjoys more favourable  trade  policies  with  the
European  Union  and  the  United  States. Today's
African market of textile manufacturing has less com-
petition as well. The huge population and immense space
in the continent provide great potential for manufactur-
ers to develop.  Africa's rich natural resources and low
labour costs are very attractive to Chinese investors as
well. As an investor, Wuxi No. 1 Cotton Mill is bringing
advanced technology and management techniques to
their southeast African partner that will help improve
local production processes and finally ensuring that the
investment will be sustainable and profitable for all
parties involved."

Also for their China operation, innovation is the key
factor to work successfully in the market. Today, Wuxi
No. 1 Cotton Mill aims to strengthen the existing prod-
uct lines and is constantly upgrading their manufactur-
ing facilities. The quality demand for cotton yarns is
ever increasing. To operate a spinning mill profitable,
2nd quality must be avoided by all means and contami-
nation free yarn is expected from the demanding world-
wide markets. That's why Wuxi No. 1 Cotton Mill has
only recently invested heavily in upgrading all their
existing Savio winders with Loepfe's yarn clearing
technology with foreign fibre functionality. Contamina-
tion, even if it's a single foreign fibre, can lead to
downgrading of yarn, fabric or garments to 2nd quality
or in the worst case, the total rejection of an entire
order.

"Loepfe Brothers Ltd. is the pioneer and worldwide
market leader in foreign matter detection in yarns and
we rely 100% on their competence in this field.

Industry 4.0 is the current trend of automation and
data exchange in manufacturing technologies. Loepfe's
Mill Master monitoring system is connected to all our
existing Loepfe yarn clearers on our Savio winding
machines. The information provided by Loepfe's Mill
Master systems allows us to be promptly informed
when there is a need to intervene and to steadily op-
timize the entire yarn manufacturing process in our
mills. For Wuxi No. 1 Cotton Mill, we rely on this
proven combination of total quality control by Loepfe
Brothers Ltd. since many years."

Dr. N. N. Mahapatra, President,Colorant Ltd.,
Ahmedabad and a leading Technocrat, International
Dyer, Author and Speaker was awarded by the Coun-
cil of the Institute which decided to elect him as a
Fellow of the Institute.

Dr. N. N. Mahapatra being awarded the Fellowship from IICE
As per convention, the Certificate of Fellowship was
presented to him at the Inaugural Session of Indian
Chemical Engineering Congress (CHEMCON) held at
Haldia Institute of Technology, Haldia and West Bangal
on December 27, 2017 by Prof. P. Dey, President of
Indian Institute of Chemical Engineers.

Dr.Mahapatra is a B.Sc (Tech) in Textile Chemistry
from UDCT, (now ICT) Mumbai. He also holds M.Sc
and Doctorate in Applied Chemistry from Utkal Uni-
versity, Orissa.

He did his M.B.A. from I.M.M., Kolkata. Dr.
Mahapatra is having 33 years of experience in textile
industries in India and abroad.
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He has worked in all big textile houses like Birlas(both
Aditya Birla and K. K. Birla group) Reliance, Raymond
(Kenya) Churchgate Group (Nigeria), GSL Ltd, (for-
merly Gujarat Spinners Ltd.), LNJ Bhilwara (RSWM)
Group and Hindprakash Lonsen Industries, Ahmedabad
in various senior capacities.

In the year 2007, he was also awarded C Col FSDC
(U.K.) and C Text FTI (Manchester). In the year2008
he was awarded the F.T.A. from the Textile Associa-

tion of India & F.I.C. from the Institution of Chemists,
Kolkata. In the year 2009 he was awarded the F.I.E.
from the Institution of Engineers (India). He has imple-
mented many new technologies which has given ben-
efits to the Textile Industries.

Dr. Mahapatra is the first person from Textile Field to
get this prestigiousaward from Indian Institute of Chemi-
cal Engineers.

Uster Technologies has announced plans for a
phased evolution in key senior management po-
sitions. Progression to the next leadership gen-
eration will see Harold Hoke (vice-president,
sales and service) and Walter Kiechl (the
company's chief officer in China), step back gradu-
ally, to foster a seamless transition over the next
year.

 After 37 successful years with
USTER, Harold Hoke will be
succeeded by Anson Xu and
Andreas Tanner, under a new
organizational structure. Anson Xu
will head all the Chinese opera-
tions, while remaining as Head of
Sales in China. Andreas Tanner
will become Head of Sales for
the rest of the world, as well as
handling liaison with machinery
manufacturers.

The new appointments will take effect from April 1,
2018. However, Harold Hoke will continue with USTER
until at least March 2019, assisting the new appointees
with the take-up. He will also remain a member of the
company's executive committee, as well as assuming
full responsibility for other projects. On completion of
these duties, Harold Hoke will enter his retirement.

New Head of Sales, ROW Anson Xu,
New Executive Vice President,
Chief Operation Officer, China

Andreas Tanner is already well-
known within USTER and the
wider textile community. His ex-
perience, passion, determination
and accountability, will assure
strength, continuity and stability of
the USTER business.

In making the changes, Uster
Technologies has focused on ad-
vance planning, to ensure custom-
ers experience a smooth and ef-
ficient continuation of their rela-

tionship. Said CEO Thomas Nasiou: "We have taken
the opportunity to have a fresh look at our organiza-
tion, to position ourselves for the future. By initiating
an early search for internal and external candidates,
we are confident we have identified the right succes-
sors, as well as creating a streamlined transition plan."

Media contact:
Edith Aepli
On behalf of USTER Marketing Service
Uster Technologies AG
Sonnenbergstrasse 10 CH - 8610 Uster /
Switzerland Direct  +41 43 366 38 80
Mobile +41 79 916 02 91
Fax     +41 43 366 39 58
E-mail publicrelation@uster.com
www.uster.com

Evolution of the next management generation
Seamless transition to new USTER sales and market leadership

Harold Hoke,
Executive Vice

President, Sales &
Services

Walter Kiechl,
Executive Vice

President,
Chief Operation
Officer, China

Texttreasure

The proper use of science is not to conquer
nature but to live in it

- Barry Commoner
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President

Mr. T. K. Senguptais
B.Text Engg. & MBA hav-
ing 46 years rich experi-
ence in Textiles &
Manmade Fiber Industries
in the field of Marketing,
Sales, Business & Strate-
gic Planning, Export Mar-
keting, Resource Planning,
MIS, Consultancy and
higher management activi-

ties. He has worked with well reputed companies like
Reliance Industries Ltd. Garware Nylon Ltd., Indorama
Synthetics Ltd. Modern Petrofiles Modipon Ltd., Fi-
berglass Pilkington Ltd. (FGP). He was associated with
Burlington Glass Fabrics Co, (Burlington Industries),
USA and Vardhman Spinning & General Mills Ltd. Mr.
Sengupta worked with M/s Yardi Prabhu Consultants
& Valuers Pvt. Ltd, Presently Mr. Sengupta is associ-
ated with Fibre2Fashion Pvt. Ltd., and with DFU
Publications, as Advisor.

Vice President

 Shri R. K. Vij is B. Tex
(Textiles), MBA & Post
Graduate Diploma in Man-
agement has an extensive
experience of over 44 years
in successfully managing
business of Textiles and
Fibers in dynamic and com-
petitive business scenario.
He is Advisor - Polyester

at M/s Indorama Synthetics (India) Limited.

The history of Indo Rama Synthetics (India) Limited
dates back to 1995, when it first forayed into the busi-
ness of polyesters. The Company offers a wide range
of polyester products which include Polyester Staple
Fibre (PSF), Partially Oriented Yarn (POY), Draw
Texturised Yarn (DTY), Fully Drawn Yarn (FDY) and
Polyester Chips.

TAI Central Office elected New Office Bearers
New Office Bearers are elected for the term 2017-2019 of TAI, Central Office in the elections

held on 1st February, 2018 in the Governing Council meeting held at Nagpur.

T. K. Sengupta

Mr. R. k. Vij

Chairman

Dr. Hemant Sonare is B.
Text, Ph.D., MBA. Di-
ploma in Fashion Design-
ing (D.F.D.) in 1994 and
International English Lan-
guage Testing System
(IELTS). Dr. Sonare is a
leading educationist, a re-
puted textile-garment tech-
nologist, agriculturist, an
eminent speaker & a well-

known social scientist. He is dedicated resourceful,
goal driven professional with outstanding contribution
in the field of education, textile, clothing & agriculture
industry. He is a ambitious, versatile, self-driven, highly
motivated, enthusiastic & dedicated professional with
23 years significant experience in the field of Educa-
tion/ Garment / Fashion / Textile / Media / Promotion
& Event industry.

Vice Chairman

Dr. N. N. Mahapatra He
was awarded with C.Col
FSDC (U.K.) and C.Text
FTI (Manchester), F.T.A.,
F.I.C., F.I.E., F.I.I.C.E. He
has implemented many
new technologies which
has given benefits to the
Textile Industries.He is a
Senior Member of Ameri-
can Association of Textile

Chemists and Colouristsand The Fibre Society,(USA).
He is associated and member with reputed Associa-
tions In 2008, his name is included in American Bio-
graphical Institute.Inc (U.S.A.) for professional recog-
nition and peer communication and Asia Pacific Who's
Who. He is a visiting Professor in Wuhan Textile
University, China, Institute of Chemical Technology (for-
merly UDCT), Mumbai (Prof. Nabar Endowment Lec-
ture, 2014-15) and all NIFT colleges.

Dr. Hemant Sonare

Dr. N. N. Mahapatra

NEWS
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Hon. Gen. Secretary

Mr. K. L.
Vidurashwatha (Vidur) is
M.Tech, FIE, & Char-
tered Engineer, F.T.A.
He has 48 years of ex-
perience in various ca-
pacities of Plant Man-
agement, Project Man-
agement and Marketing
Management in the field

of Man Made Fibre / Textiles Industry in India as well
as in South East Asia. He served with reputed compa-
nies like Century Enka, Modipon, Nirlon, Texmaco Jaya

Mr. K. L. Vidurashwatha

Group, Singapore / Indonesia, Himson Group, Rossari
Biotech, Technopak Advisors &Suvin Advisors Etc.
Presently, Mr. Vidur is a Technical Director, Clinch
Silicones Pvt. Ltd. and a Principal Consultant with Gherzi
Consulting Engineers Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai.

He is a Research Advisory Committee member of:
SASMIRA & BTRA, Member of Indian Fibre Society,
Invitee speaker in many Conferences in India & Aboard.
Hon. Jt. Secretary (2008-2010), The Institution of En-
gineers (India), Maharashtra State Centre. Member-
Editorial Board of Chemical Fibres International-Ger-
many, Man Made Textiles in India & Co-Chairman,
Journal of the Textile Association.

Other Office Bearers

Mr. K. Krishnamurthy
Hon. Jt. Gen. Secretary

Mr. Awadhesh Sharma
Hon. Jt. Gen. Secretary

Mr. Virendra Jariwala
Hon. Treasurer

2nd Global Textile Technology &

Engineering Show (GTTES)

On 01st to 03rd February, 2019

At Hall No. 7A, Bombay Exhibition Centre,

Goregaon (E), Mumbai. India

: Contact :

India ITME Society
1210/1211,Dalamal Tower, A wing,

12th Floor, Plot No.211, Nariman Point,

Mumbai - 400 021.

Tel.: 91-22-22020032/22828138/22851579

Fax: 91-22-22851578

E-mail:  itme@india-itme.com; admin@india-itme.com;

Website: www.india-itme.com

NEWS
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The market for the production of carpet yarn is in-
creasingly evolving towards more demanding processes.
However, beyond commodity products, standard plants
can no longer fully exploit their advantages. From 20th
to 22nd March 2018, OerlikonNeumag will be present-
ing an economical alternative in Shanghai in hall W3,
booth F03 at the Domotexasia/Chinafloor, the leading
floor covering trade fair in the Asia-Pacific region: the
BCF plant Sytec One with single-end technology.

If the requirements for the production of BCF yarns
increase, for example, from recycled polyester or fine
filaments, then this can also lead to higher breakage
rates. Highly standardised production plants must then
often strike compromises with regard to throughput,
quality or cost-efficiency. In such cases, the Sytec One
offers a good solution instead of the mostly three-end
technology plants for standard processes.

OerlikonNeumag BCF Sytec One1

Single-end technology with 98% productivity
This BCF plant works with only one yarn (end) per
position, making it ideal for demanding production pro-
cesses. The reason: when a yarn break occurs only
one yarn tears, all other yarns continue to run. This not
only simplifies troubleshooting, it also reduces the re-
threading time. In addition, less waste is produced. As
a result, the productivity of the Sytec One is still over
98% for ten breakages a day, while a plant with three-
end technology only reaches around 92%.

This BCF plant works with only one yarn (end) per
position, making it ideal for demanding production pro-
cesses. The reason: when a yarn break occurs only
one yarn tears, all other yarns continue to run. This not
only simplifies troubleshooting, it also reduces the re-
threading time. In addition, less waste is produced. As
a result, the productivity of the Sytec One is still over

Oerlikon Neumag at Domotex Asia 2018
Sytec One attaches efficiency to a single thread

98% for ten breakages a day, while a plant with three-
end technology only reaches around 92%.

Faster processes due to a straight yarn path
In addition, the absolutely straight yarn path of the
Sytec One enables significantly higher process speeds
of up to 15% in spinning and texturing processes com-
pared to multi-end technologies. Higher total titers of
up to 6,000 dtex can also be produced without any
problems. The gentle yarn guidance also ensures mini-
mum friction on the individual filaments. This means
less yarn breaks and a more stable process.

Optimised key component: spinning pack
Last but not least, the engineers at OerlikonNeumag
have developed a new design for the spinning pack.
This central component of every BCF machine signifi-
cantly influences the yarn quality. The corresponding
solution for the Sytec One optimises the polymer flow
in the spin pack, thus reducing the polymer dwell time.
This leads to shorter product and colour change times
and increases the plant efficiency. In addition, the spin-
ning packs were widened so that yarns with up to 500
filaments can now be produced.

The product mix is decisive
In view of these advantages, the single-end Sytec One
is recommended for processes with high breakage rates,
fine filaments, and frequentcolour changes or in gen-
eral when demanding processes take up an increasing
share in the business. "The product mix is decisive for
the choice of technology," sumsup Alfred Czaplinski,
Sales Manager BCF at OerlikonNeumag. "We are
happy to advice on the optimal solution and offer both
single-end and three-end plant technologies."

Good business at the Domotex Hanover, Germany
In the run-up to the trade fair, the Domotex Hanover
in mid-January was already proving to be a promising
harbinger. With four lively trade fair days and contract
conclusions in the lower double-digit million euro range,
mainly from the European and Asian markets, the or-
der intake for OerlikonNeumag was very good.

For further information:
Claudia Henkel
Tel. +49 4321 305 105
Fax +49 4321 305 212
claudia.henkel@oerlikon.com André Wissenberg
Tel. +49 2191 67-2331
Fax +49 2191 67-70 2331
andre.wissenberg@oerlikon.com
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Dr. K. S. Murthy, Pidilie Industries Ltd writes on late
Prof W.B.Achwal oration endowment lecture (2 nd in
series) by PROF SESHADRI RAMKUMAR who
showcased panorama of Technical Textiles on 20 th
February 2018 at the Department of Fibres and Textile
Processing Technology in K. Venkataraman auditorium,
ICT. Prof Achwal’s family donated Rs.20 lakhs to
commemorate his memory.

Prof. Ravindra Adivarekar, Head, Department of
Fibres and Textile Processing Technlogy in his wel-
come address said Prof Achwal was not only acade-
mician and researcher par excellence but also consult-
ant and sportsman. Prof Seshadri Ramkumar
(Nonwovens and Advanced Materials Laboratory,
Department of Environmental Toxicology, Texas Uni-
versity College of Arts &amp; Science, USA) is an
authority in Technical Textiles and is associated with
Journal of Textile Association as a member of editorial
board for about10 years.

Prof. M. D. Teli in his introduction of distinguished
orator said that Prof Seshadri Ramkumar obtained PhD
from the University of Leeds and in a span of 20 years
in USA established nonwoven research laboratory in
1999 with a grant from US Department of Defence
and received awards from Technical Association of
the Pulp and Paper Industry. One of his papers in
Journal of Applied Polymer Science received 1250
citations in 2017. He writes a column.

Prof. G. D. Yadav and Prof. Deepti Deobagkar felicitat-
ing distinguished Orator Prof. Seshadri Ramkumar

Prof. G. D. Yadav, Honourable Vice Chancellor of
ICT in his address said, Prof Achwal was the1953
Textile Chemistry topper, a Distinguished Alumnus and
a PhD from Germany. 20 students obtained PhD; 60
received Masters under his guidance and his publica-
tions were more than 100. His research areas included
cellulose modification, solvents for cellulose, physico-

An Odyssey with Technical Textiles
chemical studies processing and other aspects of fibre
science. In 1934, Dr. R. B. Foster, Director involved
the teachers in research for which he gave them ORS
(Occasional Research Student) and this concept would
now be adapted in the new institutions of ICT in
Aurangabad and Bhubaneshwar.

Prof. M.D. Teli introducing Prof. Seshadri Ramkumar

Prof. Seshadri Ramkumar thanked Prof. Achwal’s
family and ICTfor inviting him and spoke about the
field globally and the situation in India.A teacher’s re-
sponsibility is to ensure that his students are successful
and payback and described the research done by two
of UDCT alumni. He appreciated a heritage paper of
Prof Achwal and T.V.Narayan for being considered
now as legacy article published in Journal of American
Chemical Society, Dec 1, 1967, Vol 6, Issue 4, Page
278-281.

Prof. Seshadri Ramkumar demonstrating oil spill
cleaning with his novel technology

Technical Textiles (TT) provide products from fibre
to fashion adding value along supply chain leading to
non-commodity applications. Classified into 12 segments
in 1990 they are reclassified into 3 simple categories.
Products like non-commodity textiles for single use is
termed as Consumer Tech; institutions like automobile,
hospital, infrastructure sector buy the Institutional Tech
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products. High margin products are government-ori-
ented products. The thrust is to grow that sector close
to the consumers. The grey cloth is to be converted
into a product, but industry and government are not
focussing on this segment. Intermediary products could
be produced but there is lack of converting sector to
use them in machines or processes to develop products
like diapers, jackets, fire retardant garments etc. Cot-
ton can be made into non-woven TT and grey cotton
into TT.

Prof. Seshadri Ramkumar with organisers
and students of Prof. Achwal

UDCT Alumni: It is not what you know that sells but
what you can offer to help solve the problem, whether
government, industry or consumer and described the
doctoral research carried out by two UDCT alumni,
Sudhir and Vinit Kumar Singh with him in USA. Situ-
ations create them as in 2010 with BP oils spill. Since
converted products are necessary, 2 projects were
undertaken. Ordinary raw cotton - a single gram helps
to soak up crude oil 36 times which is environmental
friendly, biodegradable and no contamination. TT en-
hance and protect the environment besides human health
and productivity.

Major outcome: cotton offers enormously sustain-
able material for environmentally friendly oil sorbents,
highly viscous crude toxic oil spill clean-up (decontami-
nation wipes). It penetrates into low micronized cotton

and bulges, pressed onto interspaces between the indi-
vidual filament on a fabric. They developed high level
low ballistic armour by reducing inter shear slippage.
Reduce the weight, increase the breathability and cost.

Future Prospect: TT is the only sector where growth
is above GDP. Europe:1.5-2%; USA: 3%; India: 8%
and China: 9-10%. Global value of raw goods of TT is
about $161 million.Markets for product lines like agri,
protective, medical and healthcare and the growth is in
double digits in China, India, South Korea and Taiwan.
If the GDP per capita of TT is around 3 kgs, then that
country is stable in terms of TT. Nonwoven consump-
tion rises as GDP per capita increases. Based on the
relationship between GDP and GDP consumption, In-
dia is 1/5 th in terms of consumption and what is pro-
duced is consumed here.

Atmospheric pressure Plasma treatment of
nonwovens: Plasma is an ionised atmosphere (oxy-
gen and nitrogen in the presence of electric field) and
energetic, which is not in a state of equilibrium and has
to come into equilibrium using external matter like spun
bond polypropylene.

Practical applications: Mission is to borrow technol-
ogy from other fields, adapt and make products like
soft diaper. 2 layers of ballistic protecting cloth stick
together so that slippage between them is less. Only
investment is electrodes. Double the breathability and
make comfort fabric.

Commercialisation: Laboratory to practical applica-
tion takes 15 years but they did a commercial product
in 8 years’ time. One of the core technologies where
government funding has resulted in scientifically ac-
cepted paper, translated into a commercial product used
by defence and environmental agency was given by
them in 60%-time frame. Prof Seshadri Ramkumar
concluded that the way is forward,and opportunities
are abounding, and imagination is the limit.

NEWS
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SERVOlap E 26 a reduction in labor costs of up
to 30% can be achieved. The flexible and effi-
cient transportation of laps allows for carefree
machine operation in combing installations; and
smooth machine operation can be continued even
through the night shift.

Rieter is offering a fully automated lap transport sys-
tem for combing installations with the SERVOlap E 26.
Automation offers numerous advantages.

Efficient deployment of personnel

SERVOlap E 26 C0A8088 Modified 88492

SERVOlap E 26 C0A8752 Modified 88488
A reduction in labor costs of up 30% can be achieved
by using a fully automated lap transport system. Here
is an example: The operation of a combing set com-
prising 18 combers E 86 and three OMEGAlap E 36
machines requires five machine operators on average.
The number of personnel required for machine opera-
tion is reduced by one due to automation via the
SERVOlap E 26. These are the results based on prac-
tical experience.

SERVOlap E 26 automatizes
combing installations

A customer's testimonial
"Without the SERVOlap E 26, we need two persons
per shift for the operation of 10 combers. With the E
26, the operation of 11 combers requires only one
operator per shift. So for a three-shift operation, labor
costs equivalent to roughly 300 percent by position can
be saved. This corresponds to an annual wage bill of
100 000 RMB.
EsquelChangji,Mr. Wang Shangjun, Mill Manager
(China)

A further advantage is the fact that the combing set
continues with production even if temporarily no op-
erator is available. This can be the case during a night
shift, when machine operation typically requires fewer
persons.

Consistency of quality assurance

More Production_81808_Original

Eight laps can be transported from the combing prepa-
ration machine to the comber on a non-contact basis.
The quality of the laps produced by OMEGAlap re-
mains assured. The laps are gripped at the inside of
the tube (see Fig. 2), so that external influence, such
as contact made by the operator, can be ruled out. The
use of lasers for measuring the distance between the
individual combers enables theprecise positioning of laps
on the comber. This ensures optimum lap batt prepa-
ration for the subsequent piecing operation.

Well thought out concept
By combining SERVOlap with fully automated comb-
ers, the operation of the combing installation will be
autonomous and occur within a closed material cycle.

The full laps are transported by OMEGAlap to the

NEWS
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comber. Empty tubes are then returned by the system
and made available to the OMEGAlap E 36. This sig-
nificantly improves the efficiency of the process of
taking care of a combing installation.

The SERVOlap E 26 is a reliable system that features
a long service life due to its durable components and
straightforward design. The overhead construction is
space efficient and enables flexible arrangement of
combers. Whenever combined with the automated lap
changing and piecing system ROBOlap, the E 26 is
key to optimum exploitation of comber operation around
the clock.

Schwartz, Yvan
Head Product Management Combing
Rieter Business Group Machines & Systems
yvan.schwartz@rieter.com

Pictures (Please refer high resolution images
separately)

Up to 30% Personnel cost reduction with SERVOlap
transport system.

Quality assurance during combing process - batt
remains untouched

Customer installation in Turkey.?

For further information, please contact:
Rieter Machine Works Ltd.
Media Relation & Technical Press
Ms. Selma Wobben
Marketing Rieter Machines & Systems
T +41 52 208 76 38  F +41 52 208 80 61
selma.wobben@rieter.com / www.rieter.com
Rieter Holding Ltd.
Investor Relations
Mr. JorisGröflin
Chief Financial Officer
T +41 52 208 70 15    F +41 52 208 70 60
investor@rieter.com / www.rieter.com
Information about the Media Release
◆ The text is free for publishing and is not subject

to a blocking period
◆ Number of characters including spaces: 2 951
◆ The media release is available in following lan-

guages: English, Chinese

About Rieter
Rieter is the world's leading supplier of systems for
short-staple fiber spinning. Based in Winterthur (Swit-
zerland), the company develops and manufactures
machinery, systems and components used to convert
natural and manmade fibers and their blends into yarns.
Rieter is the only supplier worldwide to cover spinning
preparation processes as well as all four end spinning
technologies currently established on the market. With
18 manufacturing locations in ten countries, the com-
pany employs a global workforce of some 5 230, about
20% of whom are based in Switzerland. Rieter is listed
on the SIX Swiss Exchange under the ticker symbol
RIEN. www.rieter.com
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◆ Shree increases production of Liva tagged gar-
ments from 15,000 per month to 250,000 garments
per month

◆ Liva supports Shree with innovative fabrics, qual-
ity up gradation of vendors, latest trends and co-
branded marketing campaigns

Shree - The Indian Avatar has observed almost 1500%
growth in demand for its garments made from Liva
fabrics. Owing to the rise in demand of Liva, the new
age fluid fabric from the Aditya Birla Group, Shree
now boasts a production of 250,000 garments per month
made from Liva from just 15,000 garments per month.

Talking about the collaboration with LIVA, Sandeep
Kapoor, an Expert in Textile and Apparel Industry and
Director of Shree - The Indian Avatar, stated, "Our
success has a lot to do with the unique way in which
we operate our business. We create, innovate and in-
troduce 5 new trend collections every day, which is
unlike any other garment manufacturing company in
the country. This is a fast fashion model."

Mr. Kapoor further added, "We get immense support
from Liva with respect to innovative fabrics and mod-

ern trends. With increasing popularity of Liva, we now
have almost 98% of our collection made from Liva
fabric."

Shree gets good consumer insights from 24 EBOs and
1000 MBOs.  These insights help to create new inno-
vations on a daily basis. This also indicates that the
supply chain has to be robust and fast. Liva Accred-
ited Partner Forum (LAPF) has understood the re-
quirement very well. LAPF has worked in close coor-
dination with its partners and brought down the lead
time of supplying the fabrics from 75 days to almost 25
days.

According to Mr. Manohar Samuel, President - Mar-
keting, Birla Cellulose, "We are looking for partners
who can understand consumers well, innovate continu-
ously and also understand fabrics. Shree fits in all
requirements very well. They have the ability to con-
nect with every stratum, be it value chain or end con-
sumers".

To fuel growth, Liva supports Shree in co - branding
activities, with a focus to spread awareness for both
Shree - The Indian Avatar and Liva.

Shree -The Indian Avatar, unprecedented growth
of garments made with Liva

Workshop on Latest Trends in Apparel Indus-
tries

SVITT organized Workshop and Industry Visits

Shri Vaishanv Institute of Textile Technology (SVITT)
has organized workshop on "Latest Trends in Apparel
Industries" by Pearl Academy under the banner of
"Sanmantrana- 2018" on 7th February 2018. Mr. Arun
John Lakra & Mr. Abhishek Danile from Peral Acad-
emy conducted the workshop. Prof. T. K. Sinha wel-
comed the guests & addressed the students. The event
completed in 3 sessions. The workshop mainly focused
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on latest trends that are 3D printing and using tangram
in fashion designing.

The students also performed an activity of designing a
pay bill by using tangram. Around 80 students & textile
department faculties were attended this workshop. At
last, Prof. Ajay Shankar Joshi proposed the vote of
thanks & shared his experience also.

One Day Faculty Development Program on "Qual-
ity Standard Implementation and its Role in Tex-
tile and Garment Industries"

Shri Vaishanv Institute of Textile Technology has orga-
nized one day faculty development program on "Qual-
ity Standard Implementation and their Role in Textile
and Garment Industries" on 3rd February 2018 by re-
nowned author of various textile books, Mr. B.
Purushottama. He focused on various quality related
aspects of textile material. He also explained about the
industrial requirements about quality standards which
would be important to know for students. Around 80
students & textile department faculties were partici-
pated in this FDP program. In the starting of FDP,
Prof. T. K. Sinha welcomed the Mr. B. Purushottama

& addressed the faculties & students. Mr. B.
Purushottama has covered the topic in two sessions.
At last, Prof. Ajay Shankar Joshi proposed the vote of
thanks.

Two day workshop on Personal Excellence Groom-
ing Session on Soft Skill & Personality Develop-
ment

A workshop was organized by Shri Vaishnav Institute
of Textile technology on "Personal Excellence: groom-
ing session on soft skills and personality development"
for the textile students of 4th and 3rd year on 8th and
9th February 2018 by Raymond Limited. The renowned
expert from Raymond Limited, Ms. Aparna Prabhudesai
has conducted this workshop & in lighted the topics
related to self-management, soft skills, personality de-
velopment.

The Welcome speech was delivered by Professor T.
K. Sinha at starting of the workshop. On 8th February,
she covered the details about how to approach a posi-
tive answer for the questions in an interview.

On 2nd day, event coordinator Prof. Ajay Shankar Joshi
addressed the students about the workshop, after that
expert Mrs. Aparna focused the topic on dressing sense
for an interview, body language and communication
skills. She also shared her experience of submitting the
Everest in 2017 so as to motivate the students to achieve
their goals. The vote of thanks was expressed by Dr.
Rajat Baldua.
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Uster Technologies AG expands its competencies in
quality control and strengthens its product portfolio.
USTER has signed a binding, friendly agreement to
acquire Elbit Vision Systems Ltd. (EVS), a world-lead-
ing high-technology supplier for automated vision in-
spection in the textile industry. EVS's products are used
to automatically locate, label and trace defects of fab-
ric and web products, and ultimately to grade the qual-
ity and determine the value of the produced goods.
Closing of the transaction is expected by May 2018.

Thomas Nasiou, Chief Executive Officer of USTER,
said: "The acquisition fits perfectly into our vision to be
the world's leading supplier of quality solutions for the
textile industry from fiber to fabric. It shows once
again our commitment to continuously invest in cutting-
edge technology and foster our culture of innovation.
EVS and USTER's combined technology will offer all
our customers more potential for further automation

USTER invests in innovative technology to enhance
quality control for textile manufacturers

and improvement for increased and sustainable perfor-
mance."

Contacts:
Thomas Nasiou, Chief Executive Officer
Uster Technologies AG
Sonnenbergstrasse 10
CH-8610 Uster / Switzerland
Phone +41 43 366 36 36
Media contact
Joachim Maier, Marketing Manager
Uster Technologies AG
Sonnenbergstrasse 10
CH - 8610 Uster / Switzerland
Direct +41 43 366 36 29
Mobile +41 79 422 26 49
Fax +41 43 366 39 37
joachim.maier@uster.com

The Garment Technology Expo (GTE) 2018, held from
January 19-22 at NSIC Complex, New Delhi, con-
cluded on an optimistic note for both visitors and tech-
nology suppliers who displayed latest innovations.
Subcontinent's largest show for apparel technology had
an unparalleled representation from all segments of the
sector, with over 350 exhibitors representing over 800
companies and brands from over 22 countries and a
big number of 21,736 visitors, made the 26th edition of
the GTE a huge success.  New country additions this
time were Sweden and Switzerland as exhibitors.

Highlights
◆ Subcontinent's largest show had over 350 exhibi-

tors representing over 800 companies and brands
from over 22 countries

◆ Sweden and Switzerland exhibited as the new
countries in GTE

◆ A big number of 21,736 buyers visited the show,
making the 26th edition of the GTE a huge suc-
cess.

◆ Automation was the key theme
◆ 'Apparel 4.0' conference on Day 2, highlighted

how Apparel 4.0 is shaping and transforming the
global fashion and apparel business.

GTE 2018 yet again delivered a winning performance

◆ GTE next events announced in Bangaluru on
August 18-20, 2018, and  next grand annual event
GTE' 2019 in New Delhi being held on Feb 22-
25, 2019
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Chairman AEPC inaugurated the show
The show was inaugurated by HKL Magu, Chairman,
AEPC and many industry leaders including Ravi Poddar,
President, GEAR Jaipur (Garment Exporters Associa-
tion of Rajasthan), Arpan Shah, Sr. Vice President ,
GGMA Gujarat (The Gujarat Garment Manufacturers
Association India), Vinod K. Thappar, President
Knitwear & Textile Club, Ludhiana, Sudhir Dhingra,
Orient Craft, GS Madan, MD, Madan Trading Com-
pany, Delhi; domestic brand and manufacturer Harjot
Takkar, Director, Sahib Textiles (Tacfab), Sonepat;
Consultant Pooja Makhija, Director, Fashion Futures,
Delhi; and pattern services provider Niwas Sharma,
Director, Apparel Solutions, Delhi were among those
who were present and attended the show.

Showcasing latest technologies and innovations
The key attraction at the fair was technology, the dis-
play of machine-to-machine communication systems
powered by several tech companies like Juki, Jack,
Hikari, Dürkopp Adler and Brother. "As the industry is
still on oxygen, the only way to survive is to adopt
automation as much as possible so that we can reduce
workforce and minimise cost," observed GS Madan
who explored automation in all segments from cutting
to stitching and finishing. Technical and PD teams of
various companies shared upcoming developments.
Nikita Gupta, Merchandise Manager, Sreepriya Exports,
Kolkata informed her company is installing CAD sys-
tems and has recently started working on the lean
project to boost efficiency.

Digital printing was showcased by India-based ColorJet,
which presented digital printer TXF at the fair. The
printer offers speed of up to 24 sqm per hour and can
achieve print resolutions of up to 1,440 DPI. The com-
pany has ambitious plans in place to expand in apparel
manufacturing hubs like Bangladesh and Vietnam. And
as Smarth Bansal, Brand Manager, Colorjet points
explained, "India is already our stronghold and now we
are looking to capitalise on the lucrative opportunities
in other emerging countries. We are looking to collabo-
rate with local partners, especially in Vietnam."

The technical teams of Orient Craft, Shahi Exports,
Arvind Mills, Decathlon, Paramount Products, TCNS,
Mangla Apparels and Global Mode and Accessories
were seen exploring different technologies at the exhi-
bition. It was interesting to observe that most of the
apparel manufacturers are aware of the fact that au-
tomation is a primary solution to the issues they come
across, like productivity, efficiency and cost of produc-
tion. What's more exhibitors were happy as numerous

business enquiries took place at their stalls in GTE.

Knowledge sharing at Apparel 4.0 seminar
The 26th Garment Technology Expo (GTE) 2018 pre-
sented a new set of opportunities to visitors and exhibi-
tors on Day-2. The major highlight was the 'Apparel
4.0' conference. This was the first-ever conference
that took place at the garment technology exhibition,
held at NSIC Complex, New Delhi.

The day-long conference organised by DFU Publica-
tions aimed at educating the industry on how Apparel
4.0 is shaping and transforming the global fashion and
apparel business. The discussions got a tremendous
response and appreciation from industry stakeholders.
Global experts and Indian stakeholders spoke about
the growing importance of 'Industry 4.0' concept and
the implementation challenges to Indian apparel indus-
try. The list of speakers included stalwarts Mike Fralix,
President & CEO, [TC]2;Dietrich Eickhoff, CEO &
Chairman, Dürkopp Adler; Samath Fernando, CIO,
Hirdaramani Group of Companies, Sri Lanka, Prabir
Jana, NIFT Delhi and Dr Darlie Koshy DG, ATDC
among others. The experts highlighted the role and
perspectives of both technology providers and users
from the point of view of 'Industry 4.0'.

Also on the agenda was a panel discussion with indus-
try leaders moderated by Rajesh Bheda of RBC and
session chaired by Dr Darlie Koshy, DG ATDC. The
panel included JD Giri of Shahi Exports, RC Kesar of
OGTC; Gunish Jain of Royal Datamatics and Vinod
Iyer of Fortuna Colours. Kesar pointed out, "Indian
manufacturers appreciate technology but wait for the
right time to implement it. If we keep on waiting for
the 'right time', the time will never come when we are
(actually) ready for Industry 4.0."

Exhibitors satisfied with the response
Umesh Gaur, President (Asia), Tukatech observed, "The
fair has been good overall. We are associated with
GTE from the very beginning. The response was to
the mark. It's been a win-win situation for us." Talking
about India's advantage, he said, "India holds the upper
hand in many areas if explored well. Indian products
are still considered the best in terms of quality, though
we don't produce in quantity like neighbouring coun-
tries. We are offering a verity of fabrics and hand-
made designs."

Giving a sneak peek into the entire value chain, Vishal
Sher, MD, Studio Next, elaborated, "A garmenting fac-
tor has three major divisions: Cutting, sewing and fin-
ishing. We are into cutting automation which has a
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CAD system from Richpeace. We are available with
fully automatic spreader and cutting machines from
Japan. We have also come up with semi automated
cutting machines and spreader, giving cost effective
solutions to the garmenting industry. We are manufac-
turing semi-automated machines by ourselves. CAD
system is from Richpeace. Being in the fair means you
get to meet as many people as possible to your product
and it served as a great platform."  Saurabh Bihani,
Director, RIT went on to add, "We are into day to day
consumables, which are in use from knitting to
garmenting. This year, we have come up with products
from Wayken. GTE has really been a good platform
for new introductions. We are penetrating the domestic
market with Wayken this year. We have knives, cut-
ters, cutting machines, etc. The brand is from Taiwan.
We have been with Groz Beckert since 1961 when it
got entry into the Indian market."

Juki India displayed many advance machines this time.
R Gopal Kukreti, GM, Juki India, said, "Many ma-
chines have been showcased for the first time in India.
They are equipped with NTSC technology with direct
drives and are connected with cloud. We have launched
a machine, which can make 10-12 cuffs and collars in
one go. We are mainly into non-apparel and knitwear
industry."

Megha Anand Dudhoria, Director (sales and market-
ing), HCA said, "GTE is phenomenal as it has always
been. The platform is helpful for buyers and sellers.
HCA is an 108-year-old company. We have expertise
in all sewing related segments and offer spare parts,
finishing, stitching. We have tie-ups with 16 global
companies. Things were good until GST was intro-
duced. This caused little disruption but now it's back on
track. Hopefully from March, it should improve."

Vikas Kapoor, Founder, Embiq Technovations, offered
insights into the newly launched company, "Embiq
launched in 2017 with an aim to bring new technology
and innovations in embroidery machinery segment. Since
we have working in this space for about 20 years.

We have a couple of technology tie-ups with compa-
nies, which is responsible for training our staff. Also, in
the last four months period, we realised it's not only
machinery that India is lacking in but skilled labour is
a major concern. So we have come up with various
modules for operators, digitisers, and merchandisers in
export houses in the form of workshops, such as how
to save fabrics during cutting, especially in the embroi-
dery segment. These modules are easily deployable

but are not known to people. We provide consultancy
services to business houses on how to make capital
investments. We are not making regular machines. We
are also providing digitising solutions and services online.
We are the only company, which specialises in deploy-
ing 5S in apparel and garment sector. We are trying to
bridge the gap we have seen in the market."

Speaking about changing customer profiles, Macpi
India's Mohanti Basanta Kumar, Director (sales), ex-
plains, "We have launched finishers for jackets, consid-
ering the demand is very high for casual jackets in the
current market trends. The finisher deals with all kind
of fabrics. The only condition is that the jackets should
be casual. The market is good, not only for our com-
pany but the industry as a whole and this trend is here
to stay for the next five years. A lot of business is
coming in and we hope for the best in future. Person-
ally, this is going to be 20th GTE for me. We have
been seeing a change in the manner client deals with
us in the fair. Earlier, they would come and strike deals
in the exhibition for good amount of discounts, but now
clients prefer to come directly to our office and deal
with us in the hope that they would be able to make
a better bargain over there."

Srinivasan of Stalwart Engineering Co., Mumbai, Henry
Wilson of Star Whites, Manoj Tulsani from Red Square,
Jayesh Rao from Atlantic Care, Mahajan from Pioneer
Udyog, G P Singh, KP Exim and  Narinder Kumar,
Narinder International were among the satisfied ex-
hibitors and buyers.

Overall GTE 2018, generated good business for both
exhibitors and customers who came looking to upgrade
their technology. GTE is looking forward to further
adding successful chapters to their credits in Bangaluru
on August 18-20 as well as their next grand annual
event GTE' 2019 in New Delhi being held on Feb 22-
25, 2019.

For more information, Contact:
GTE
Organisers
Ricky Sahni, Joint Managing Director
Ambrish Chopra, Director
Tel?+91-11-41601662/63
Email: info@garmenttechnologyexpo.com
Great Folks Communications
Email?greatfolkscommunications@gmail.com
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It was a half day Seminar based on ''Garment Pro-
cessing, Green Economics" at the Capitol Hotel, Raj
Bhavan Road, Bangalore on Friday, 5th January, 2018.
Mr. Pratap, M D,Wonder Blues, Bangalore was the
chief guest.

COLORANT Ltd. Sponsors SDC Technical Seminar
held at Bangalore

Being one of the technical speaker Dr. Mahapatra,
President, Colorant Ltd. spoke about the GARMENT
DYEING in which he mentioned about the Garment
Dyeing using new sustainable fibres like Milk Fibre,
Soyabean Fibres, Bamboo Fibres and Pineapple Fibres
and he also emphasized on the new ranges of Reactive
Dyes launched by COLORANT Ltd. since last few
years for Garment Dyeing which save time,energy,water
etc. in dyeing of cotton garments. Dr. Mahapatra also
spoke about Super Critical Carbon Dye oxide (SCo2)
dyeing of polyester garments known as Waterless
Dyeing and Salt free Reactive Dyeing of Cotton
Garments.He gave stress on using Colorzen catioinised
cotton in garments which will lead to salt free Reactive
Dyeing. He emphasized on using Colron CN and Colron
SF dyes for Light/Medium shades and Colron GLX/
Colron CES dyes to be used for Dark/Heavy Dark
Shades.
All these dyes are giving very good results all over
India and abroad. The seminar was arranged by the
SDC India officials and attended by Bangalore Gar-
ment and textile process house owners,designers,Brands
Retailers and technicians. There was technical interac-
tion between the audience and COLORANT technical
team led by Dr. Mahapatra, Mr. Venkat, Mr. Chetan
Mulani & Mr. Senthil Kumar.
The seminar was followed by cocktail Dinner.

MAG SPinFO - Online Individual Spindle Monitoring System
for Spinning Mills

Optimize resources, Maximize profits
A.T.E. Enterprises in collaboration with their principal
MAG Solvics has launched SPinFO, online spindle
monitoring systems in ITMA 2015 and till date supplied
more than 4 lacs spindles and have many bulk orders
under supply.

SPinFO is designed to give complete information about
the performance of the spinning mill. It helps in opti-
mizing the deployed resources by continuously moni-
toring and controlling the essential process variables
and improves the productivity and quality, thus increas-
ing the profitability of the mill.

SPinFO acquires data from individual spindles in ring
frame; individual machines precisely and provides a

detailed overview of the machine performance to the
users at various levels such as operators, supervisors,
maintenance personnel, managers and the top man-
agement for immediate action, analysis and prompt de-
cision making, thus ensuring the increased performance
of the spinning mill through reduced manufacturing cost.

SPinFO in running
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Machine display

Monitoring parameters
◆ Production ◆ Doffs
◆ Stoppages ◆ End Breaks
◆ Rogue Spindles ◆ Slip Spindles
◆ Idle Spindles ◆ Draft
◆ Twist ◆ Power Consumption*
◆ Air Consumption* ◆ Temperature & RH*
◆ Optional

Six tier information system

Tier 1 - Spindle level:
All the end breaks and deviations are sensed and alerted
through 2 colour LED placed in individual spindles.
End Breaks, Rogue, Slip and Idle spindles are shown
in Tier 1 which is important for operators and shop
floor staff.

Tier 2 - Sectional level:
One LED is placed at section which consists of 24
spindles. Any deviations in these spindles are alerted in
Section LEDs apart from individual spindle LEDs. This
LED is bigger in size and attracts the operator from
longer distance to attend where they can identify the
spindles with spindle LEDs.

Tier 3 - Machine level:
The MDU fixed at the aisle way displays all the im-
portant data for the operator and supervisors likeEnd
breaks, end mending time, deviation spindles (rogue,

slip & idle), spindle efficiency, power consumption
(UKG), pre-doff / doff / stop signaling through 2 colour
LEDs

Tier 4 - Block level:
The Info-panel displays the current shift consolidated
performance of the department covering all the pa-
rameters through slides. It provides the top performing
machines, operators, alerts and other parameters.

Tier 5 - Plant level:
The client software developed by MAG is very unique
to the spinning mill. Any client PCs can be connected
to the main server. The special Dashboard at the entry
screen gives a snapshot of current performance shift
of the department. This includes production (hour wise
& machine wise), end breaks, deviation spindles, stop-
page, doff (power, temperature and efficiency - op-
tional) of the whole department. The parameter which
exceeds the given standards is highlighted by 2 colours
for alert and warning.

SPinFO Dashboard
Analysis and Reports
◆ Dynamic Analysis facilitates numerical as well as

graphical analysis of the data through,

Detailed Analysis

Comparative Analysis with Graph

Trend Analysis with Graph

Speed curve analysis

◆ Comparative report with sort and filter options for
easier and faster analysis.

◆ Analysis Results can be exported to Excel for
sharing and storing.

The standard fixed reports and comparison reports have
many options - machine, machine group, count, mixing,
operator, shed, supervisor for all parameters. Analysis
report provides data in numerical and graphical format
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and has all the combinations mentioned above. Instan-
taneous Machine status display and drafts are also
provided.

Speed curve analysis is very beneficial to gauge the
performance of the machine. Power analysis is an-
other very important tool for monitoring the energy
usage. All the important data like Kwh, voltage, fre-
quency, power factor and UKG are provided. Based
on this, management can compare the power consump-
tion of individual machines and take decision / fine tune
the machines for optimum usage.

Speed curvePower analysis

Tier 6 - App, Mail & SMS
◆ Mobile App provides live data of current running

status of all parameters and analysis of previous
shift or day data.

◆ SMS is user-configurable and any type of alerts
can be set like stoppage, End Breaks / doff time
/ deviations etc exceeding the set standard. It also
sends automatic consolidated or detailed produc-
tion report after completion of shift/day.

◆ MIS report which has all the important details and
most required by the top management is sent au-
tomatically after completion of every day through
mail.

Key benefits:
◆ Management personnel and technicians can closely

observe the performance of the deployed resources
and make effective decisions.

◆ Maintenance personnel can easily identify the
deviations in the machinery and respond immedi-
ately, ensuring the optimum performance of the
machinery.

◆ Operators can effortlessly find the end breaks or
stoppages and prioritize their patrolling pattern to
increase the productivity.

◆ A healthy work culture is created at all levels by
enabling the resources to work smarter rather than
to work harder.

SPinGO - e Bike
SPinGO - Bike for Operators:
◆  It is boon to operators where it is Compact and

sturdily built with high quality materials
◆ Developed, keeping in mind the comfort needed

for a spinning operator and working environment
◆ Very simple to operate and fast recharge
◆ Electric accelerator and battery level indications

available in battery and handle bar
◆ Horn and lights provided for additional safety
◆ Eco-friendly and zero pollution

SSM at ITM 2018 in Istanbul
SSM Schärer Schweiter Mettler AG will show their
latest applications at ITM in Turkey. The exhibition is
held in Istanbul from April 14 to 17, 2018 at the Tüyap
Fair Convention and Congress Center. SSM welcomes
the interested visitors in hall 3, booth 301A and 313A.

SSM announces their participation of the forthcoming
ITM in Istanbul. The Swiss based SSM, theinventor of
the electronic yarn traverse system, will continue their
tradition of trend-setting with the presentation of break-
through technologies which will help the customers to
get their goals.

Although markets, technologies and fashion are sub-
ject to continuous change, the endeavor of SSM is to
deliver state-of-the-art products and best solutions for
any new demand. Keeping this in mind, SSM is intro-
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During its Annual Members' Get-Together function
organized at Buddha Jayanti Park, New Delhi on
18thFebruary, The Textile Association (India) - Delhi
Felicitated 29 Students of professional courses from
various Textile Institutes across the country. Students
were honored along with their family members in the
presence of Faculty Members from the Institutes and
representatives from Industry and individual profession-

TAI Delhi Felicitates 29 Students with Scholarship Award
als who have supported and sponsored this noble cause
of TAI Delhi.

Many of the members who are associated with TAI
Delhi since its inception in 1965 were also present on
the occasion. The felicitation function also saw the
various Fun and Games Activities which were orga-
nized for the entertainment of all members, their spouses
and children along with a large gathering of students
and faculties.

Mr. MunishTyagi, a senior Textile Industry Consultant
and other TAI Delhi dignitaries spoke on the occasion
and encouraged all students and members for continue
keeping the hard work and achieve set milestones in
context with today's market scenario.

Members appreciated the wonderful event and express
their willingness for more such gatherings so as to
strengthen networking of young textile professional with
experienced fraternity of the field.

NEWS

ducing several new applications in Istanbul:

◆ TG30-ETC offering the combination of false-twist
texturing and air-texturing in one process step

◆ Wide range of fancyflex™ options for creating
slubs and neps with DP5-T

◆ PWX-MTC with online tension controlled, posi-
tively driven unrolling system precitens™ offering
the highest flexibility and productivity

◆ Success of DIGICONE® 2 enabling higher dye-
able package density with same package volume

In addition, SSM presents further innovative solutions
in Dye Package/Rewinding, Assembly Winding, Tech-
nical Yarns, Air Texturing, False Twist Texturing, Air
Covering and Sewing Thread Finish Winding.

Besides the displayed applications, SSM provides a wide
range of renowned textile machines. A detailed over-
view about SSM machinery and supported applications
of the textile process chain can be found under Wind-
ing Solutions at www.ssm.ch.

For further information please contact:
Rieter Machine Works Ltd.
Business Group Components
Silvano Rufo
Head Marketing
T +41 52 208 82 22

F +41 52 208 83 82
silvano.rufo@rieter.com
www.rieter.com

About Rieter
Rieter is the world's leading supplier of systems for
short-staple fiber spinning. Based in Winterthur (Swit-
zerland), the company develops and manufactures
machinery, systems and components used to convert
natural and manmade fibers and their blends into yarns.
Rieter is the only supplier worldwide to cover spinning
preparation processes as well as all four end spinning
processes currently established on the market. Fur-
thermore, Rieter is a leader in the field of precision
winding machines. With 18 manufacturing locations in
ten countries, the company employs a global workforce
of some 5 250, about 20% of whom are based in
Switzerland. Rieter is listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange
under ticker symbol RIEN. www.rieter.com

SSM Textile Machinery,based in Horgen (Switzerland),
is a subsidiary of the Rieter Group. SSM is the world's
leading supplier of precision winding machines in the
fields of dyeing, weaving and sewing thread prepara-
tion and enjoys success in individual segments of fila-
ment yarn production. SSM comprises the companies
SSM Schärer Schweiter Mettler AG in Horgen and
subsidiaries in Italy and China. SSM is represented
worldwide in all major markets. www.ssm.ch
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India's largest Adhesive brand Fevicol and Cancer
Patients Aid Association 13th Edition of 'CARING
WITH STYLE' Fashion Show concluded with a big
Bollywood bang and some Scintillating live perfor-
mances.

As part of Fevicol's flagship campaign Judenge Ladenge
Jeetenge, the brand held its 13th edition of 'Caring with
Style' fashion showcase in association with Cancer
Patients Aid Association (CPAA) on Feb 25th, 2018 at
NSCI Dome, Worli, Mumbai. This joint initiative by
Fevicol and CPAA aims at raising funds for the Can-
cer Survivors and help them to lead a happy and healthy
life. In this edition of 'Caring with Style' fashion show,
renowned social worker, BJP spokesperson and fash-
ion designer Shaina NC and famous celebrity duo-de-
signer Abu Jani Sandeep Kholsa participated to show-
case their collection.

The event saw three high octane performances by
leading new-age singers Amaal Malik, Harshdeep Kaur
and SachinJigar. Amaal Malik performed some foot-
tapping songs and grooved around the models with
music that elevated the mood on the runway and in the
audience while walking for Abu Jani Sandeep Khosla
whereas Harshdeep Kaur and SachinJigar filled the
hearts with their soulful music dedicated to cancer
survivors.

SHAINA NC
Queen of drape and master designer Shaina NC, crafted
her collection with an extensive use of elegant georgette

'CARING WITH STYLE' Fashion Show Concluded
with Big Bollywood Bang

and chiffon. She presented a variety of styles with
over 30 silhouettes inspired from different saree drapes.
Rich silks splashed with sequins and gold embroidery
brought the elegance of meticulously constructed
ghaghrasarees. The entire color palette of regal black,
pristine white and contemporary off-white added a
gentle modernity to the show. The beautiful surface
ornamentation and textured fabrics, sequencing with
Resham thread and opulent embellishments of pearls
and diamantes were some of the key highlights of the
collection.

ABU JANI SANDEEP KHOSLA
Abu Sandeep 'The Black Gold' mesmerizing collection
was a joyous symphony of moods expressed in nine
distinctly different ranges, each of which exude lumi-
nosity, from the quiet strength of White Snow to the
joyous celebration of color that is Organdy. With the
limitless design and creativity, the collection revealed
itself in countless ways. Elaborate appliques, intricate
sequencing, powerful embellishments and magnificent
adornments, Abu Sandeep collection was glitz and
showered bliss all around.

Talking about the association, famous celebrity duo-
designer Abu Jani Sandeep Khosla says, "It's an abso-
lute privilege to be able to put our creativity to the most
beautiful of all uses. The empowerment of others,
especially when it comes to help the most vulnerable
and one's battling this disease, we want to spread the
news that it is a fight that can and must be won if all
of us work together as a communitythat raises funds
and shows compassion and support.

We're delighted to do this show for the CPAA for the
second year running and promise you an evening of
fabulous Fashion and Full of Heart"Talking about the
association, renowned social worker, BJP spokesper-
son and fashion designer Shaina NC said, "I have been
associated with Fevicol 'Caring with Style' for over a
decade now. Fashion in universal and is not for select
few. I am blessed to have people from all walks of life
to participate in this noble initiative through my fashion
showcase. Above all, my deepest gratitude to Neha
and Gurpreet for walking in my collection, these girls

NEWS
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have shown their revolutionary mettle to fight such a
fatal disease. I am happy to collaborate with Pidilite
and Cancer Patients Aid Association in this initiative
which continuously works towards making the lives
better for Cancer patients"

On the association with CPAA and Abu Sandeep, singer
Amaal Malik said, "I am delighted to have this oppor-
tunity to walk for the prestigious designer duo Abu Jani
and Sandeep and support such a noble cause. Fevicol
'Caring with Style' in collaboration with Cancer Pa-
tients Aid Association is a wonderful initiative to cel-
ebrate and it gives me immense satisfaction to be a
part of this. It's an honor for me to bring a smile upon
the faces of these people and my music is the only
way for me to convey my love and regard to these
darlings."

Talking about the association singer Harshdeep Kaur
said, "I am feeling honored to participate in such a
wonderful initiative that works to bring smiles on the
faces of the Cancer patients. My heart goes out to
them and I hope our song inspires them and give them
courage to move forward".

Talking about the association singer SachinJigarsaid,
"Music is known to have healing powers and I dedi-
cate my performance to Cancer patients across the
world. Fevicol 'Caring with Style' has given me a plat-
form that helped me to connect with the Cancer pa-
tients who are the real fighters. I salute to them."

Talking about the association Cancer Patients Aid
Association Founder Chairman Y. K. Sapru said, "No
person affected by cancer should be deprived of a

chance to fight cancer by receiving treatment due to
lack of resources. Cancer incidence is on the rise and
cancer treatment in India is extremely expensive. Pa-
tients of modest means and the underprivileged cannot
often afford treatment. We at CPAA assist cancer
patients in financial hardship with accessing treatment,
information and rehabilitation services. Cancer journey
is often difficult but the will to live and the support of
family and friends brings strength and courage for
survival."

About CPAA:
Cancer Patients Aid Association (CPAA) is a regis-
tered charitable non-governmental organization (NGO)
working towards the Total Management of Cancer as
a disease. Established in 1969, CPAA has a tradition of
untiring service to needy cancer patients from all over
India, and even neighboring Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal
and Pakistan. CPAA is an empathetic, reassuring, non-
medical presence that has supported the treatment and
overall needs of more than 300,000 cancer patients.

CPAA believes that every cancer patient has a right to
the full range of treatment, and the team of over 75
employees and over 60 associated doctors make sure
that they get it. An extensive network of influential
well-wishers supports our endeavors.

For further information and any media queries,
please contact:
El Sol Strategic Consultants
Bhaskar Ravi I Bhaskar.
ravi@elsol.in I +91 704 508 9484
Zora Shroff I Zora.shroff@elsol.in I +91 983 356 1647

The Textile Association (India) Visit us on
www.textileassociationindia.org

Follow us on

NEWS
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The Textile Association (India) has taken the initiative
to organize First Global Higher Educational Conclave
to usher in new ideas for improving quality of educa-
tion and provide holistic solutions.

Dr. Rajendrakumar Anayath lighting the lamp

Mr. Arvind Sinha, President delivering welcome address

The Textile Association (India) Central and TAI Delhi
Unit along with Indian Institute of Technology (IIT
Delhi), Deenbandhu Chhotu Ram University of Sci-
ence and Technology (DCRUST) & Institute of Chemi-
cal Technology (ICT),  Mumbai has organized a 2 day
Global Innovators and Researchers Conclave at
Deenbandhu Chhotu Ram University of Science and
Technology, Murthal, Sonepat, (Haryana) on 20th &
21st January, 2018.

Mr. Arvind Sinha welcoming
Dr. Rajendrakumar Anayath

GLOBAL INNOVATORS & RESEARCHERS CONCLAVE
Successfully organized

Mr. Arvind Sinha felicitating with Memento to
Dr. RajendrakumarAnayath

TAI is highly grateful to Dr. Rajendrakumar Anayath,
Vice Chancellor for providing such a magnificent au-
ditorium having capacity of 1500 people. Almost 1000
people attended the first day function, industry people
from nearby areas, bureaucrats and faculty members
from all afflicted colleges of DCRUST University.
Students really took parts in poster presentation, verbal
orations and faculty members presented very good
papers. Approximately 300 students and faculty mem-
bers took part in two days proceeds. Plenary sessions
both the days were very interesting and educative.

Dr. B. K. Behera, (IIT Delhi), Dr. M. D. Teli (ICT),
Mr. Ujjwal Uke, (Retired Principal Secretary, Textile,
Government of Maharashtra) presented very high qual-
ity papers. Conclave was highly appreciated by local
media and they gave very good coverage.

Smt. Kavita Jain, Hon'ble Minister, Government of
Haryana visited the Conclave and appreciated the
contents and efforts. Overall Conclave was excellent
and very successful and two Universities had offered
us to conduct the same Conclave in next year in their
campus.

Welcoming Smt. Kavita Jain, Hon'ble Minister,
Govt. of Haryana

NEWS
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Mr. D. K. Singh feliciateting
Smt. Kavita Jain with Memento

TAI, Delhi alongwith President Mr .D. K. Singh and
other members really took very active part to make
this event successful. It is sincerely appreciate leader-
ship quality of Mr. D. K. Singh who has faced various
odds with patience ultimately leading to the success of
the Conclave. Governing Council Members have pro-
vided wonderful support and provided great opportu-
nity in organizing this grand conclave.

GLIMPSES of GLOBAL INNOVATORS & RESEARCHERS CONCLAVE

NEWS
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Once again after its enormous success in 1979, 2005
& 2014, The Textile Association (India) - Vidarbha
Unit has hosted 15th International & 73rd All India
Textile Conference in Nagpur, on "Fibre to Fashion -
Integrated Growth Roadmap"on 02nd & 03rd Febru-
ary, 2018 at Dr. Vasantrao Deshpande Auditorium,
Nagpur.

Dignitaries lighting the lamp at inaugural function

At the inaugural function S/S Arvind Sinha, TAI, Presi-
dent, Central Office: R. K. Dubey, President, TAI,
Vidarbha Unit: Dr. Hemant Sonare, Conference Chair-
man & Hon. Secretary, TAI, Vidarbha Unit: T. K.
Sengupta, Newly elected President, TAI, Central Of-
fice: Dr. U. N. Wagmare, Director CICR, Anil Joshi,
Ex Textile Commissioner, Govt. of India: Chief Guest
Dr. C. D. Mayee, Former Chairman, Agriculture Sci-
entist Recruitment Board: Sanjay Meena, Director
Textiles, Govt. of Maharashtra: D. A. Kulkarni, Dy.
Secretary, Textiles, Govt. of Maharashtra: D. R.
Mehta,Imm. Past President, TAI, Central Office: and
Haresh B. Parekh, Hon. Gen. Secretary, TAI Central
office were on the dais.

Inaugural Function started with Invocation by Ms.
Kalyani Savadkar, Pune, which was very excellent dance
and then the lightening of the Deep by Chief Guest and
dignitaries. Mr. R. K. Dubey, Dr. Hemant Sonareand
Office Bearers of TAI, Vidarbha Unit welcomed one
by one all the dignitaries on the dais with floral bou-
quet.

TAI Vidarbha Unit Successfully organized
15th International & 73rd All India Textile Conference

"Fibre to Fashion - Integrated Growth Roadmap"

Ms. Kalyani, Savadkar, presenting invocation with dance

Dr. Hemant Sonare, delivering his welcome address

Dr. Hemant Sonare, Conference Chairman & Hon.
Secretary, TAI, Vidarbha Unit welcomed all the digni-
taries and the participants and briefed in his welcome
address about the current scenario of Textile Industries
and the farmers in the Vidarbha region. He mentioned
that several new textile units and the Textile Parks are
coming up and the Ministry of Textiles have sanctioned
such projects to make the Vidarbha as a Textile Hub.

While inauguration celebration Mr. Arvind Sinha, Presi-
dent, TAI Central Office highlighted about the activi-
ties and events so far organized and he informed about
the events proposed to be organized in current year.
He informed that recently The Textile Association (In-
dia) Central Office and TAI Delhi Unit organized 2
days Global Innovators and Researchers Conclave at
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Sonepat, (Haryana) on 20th & 21st January, 2018. It
was appreciated the contents and efforts. Overall
Conclave was excellent and very successful. Almost
1000 people attended the first day function, industry
people from nearby areas, bureaucrats and faculty
members from all afflicted colleges. After this con-
clave two other Universities had offered us to conduct
such Conclave in next year in their campus.

Mr. Arvind Sinha delivering his presidential address

Mr. D. R. Mehta delivering his presentation

Mr. D. R. Mehta, Imm. Past President, TAI, Central
Office highlighted about the current scenario of Textile
industry and hoped that there will be rising days for the
textile industry. He highly appreciated and shown his
pleasure for the conference organized with an excel-
lent arrangement by Dr. Hemant Sonare and his entire
team.

During the Conference the Textile Association (India)
felicitated the personalities for the recognition of their
significant contribution to the Association and the In-
dustry by the hands of Chief Guest Dr. C. D. Mayee
and other Guest of Honors.

Dr. U. K. Gangopadhyay receiving the Honorary F.T.A.
award by hands of Shri A.B. Joshi

Mr. R. K. Vij receiving the Service Appreciation Award
by hands of Guest of Honor

Mr. Rajeev Ranjan receiving Service Appreciation Award
by hands of Guest of Honor
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Mr. Ashok D. Patel on behalf of H. C. Shah receiving
Service Appreciation Award by hands of Chief Guest

Dr. U.K. Gangopadhyay has been awarded Honorary
F.T.A. for the significant contribution in the academic
field. Mr. R. K. Vijhas been awarded with Service
Appreciation Award (Instituted in memory of Hon. Maj.
R.P. Poddar), for the recognition of his services to the
Association and his extra ordinary efforts for promo-
tion of textile industry. Mr. Rajeev Ranjan has been
awarded with Service Appreciation Award (Instituted
by Shri H. A. Shah) and Mr. H. C. Shah has been
awarded with Service Appreciation Award, (Instituted
by Shri J.J. Randeri), for their services to the Associa-
tion at Unit level.

Dr. K. S. Muralidhara receiving F.T.A. Award by
hands of Guest of Honor

Mr. H.S. Patel, newly elected MLA from Ahmedabad
honored with Memento by hands of Chief Guest

Chief Guest Dr. C.D. Mayee launched
Cotton Vidarbha

Dr. C.D. Mayee delivering his inaugural address

While inaugural function, all the dignitaries on the dais
were honoured and felicitated with the Mementos by
hands of various dignitaries of Textile Industry, one by
one. At the end of inaugural session. Dr. Hemant Sonare
proposed the vote of thanks.

Thereafter, Chief Guest Dr. C. D. Mayeee, Guest of
Honors and other dignitaries inaugurated the Exhibi-
tion, focusing textile industry and visited the various
Exhibition stall along with other guests. He dialogued
with the exhibitors. About 22 Exhibitors from all over
the Country were exhibited their products for the ben-
efits of participants / delegates.
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Mr. S. P. Gadge, Moderator addressing the session

Dr. M. D. Teli presenting his views

On first day, in first Plenary Session on 'Innovation &
Research Ecosystem in Textile Sector' Mr. Kaizer Z.
Mahiavala chaired the session and Prof. S. P. Gadge
was the moderator. Dr. M. D. Teli, Mr. Bino George,
Dr. U. K. Gangopadhyay, Mr. Sanjay Chawla, Mr.
Laxmikant Rathi, and Mr. Rajiv Ranjan presented their
informative and interesting views.

Dr. Hemant Sonare presenting his views

Ms. Barkha Shende presenting her views

In second Plenary Session on 'Fashion Forward -
Education, Innovation, Manufacturing & Leadership'
Ms. Payal Jain, Ms. Anjali Deshmukh, Ms. Sharmila
Nadkarni & Dr. Hema Bhure presented their papers.

Thereafter, in the first Panel Discussion on 'Advantage
Vidarbha' Prof. Deepak Kulkarni and Dr. Hemant
Sonare were the Session Chairman and Moderator
respectively. Mr. Jayraj Bajaj, Mr. Sangit Rao, Mihan
Representative, Ms. Barkha Shende & Capt. Dr. L.
B. Kalantri were the panelists.

Mr. R. K. Vij presenting his views

Mr. Arvind Sinha presenting his paper

In third Plenary Session on 'International Scenario of
Textile & Clothing' Mr. D. R. Mehta chaired the ses-
sion and Mr. R. K. Vij was the Moderator. Mr. Arvind
Sinha, Mr. Manish Daga and Mr. Lakoka Subramanian
were the speakers. Technical Sessions on various top-
ics related to the conference were deliberated in Ple-
nary Sessions & Panel Discussion by eminent speak-
ers across the country in two days. All the presented
papers were informative and interested.
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Jury evaluating the Designers Innovations for contest

Poster Presentation Contest

At the end of first day conference, an entertainment
program of Fashion Show was presented by students
of fashion Institute. They presented their beautiful and
attractive new creations.

On second dayearly morning there was Half Marathon
organized by TAI Vidarbha Unit 'Run for Farmers'. It
was well appreciated by Students and the delegates
participated in the Conference.

View of the Half Marathon

Group photo of Runners in Half Marathon

After the Half Marathon, in first session Mr.
Gajanandada, addressed on 'Life Changing - Transfor-
mative Workshop', which was a very useful in human
lifestyle. His presentation was very much knowledga-
bly and must observe in human life.

Mr. Gajanandada addressing the gathering
on Life Changing

Dr. Hemant Sonare felicitating Mr. Gajanandada
with memento

In the Panel Discussion on 'Indian Cotton Industry -
Way Ahead' Mr. Manish Daga was a Moderator and
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Mr. Badrudeen Khan, Dr. Hemant Sonare & Mr. Vijay
Jawandiya were the panelists. Mr. Vijay Jawandiya
presented his views strongly for the benefit and the
growth of farmers. He has taken the lead initiative and
assured to make unity for Vidarbha Farmers.

L to R: Mr. Badrudeen Khan, Dr. Hemant Sonare,
Mr. Manish Daga& Mr. Vijay Jawandiya

Unity made for the growth of Vidarbha Farmers

In the last Panel Discussion on 'Opportunities and
Challenges for Ginning Section' Mr. Anil Joshi, Mr. R.
K. Dubey, M. K. Sharma, Mr. S. K. Shukla and Dr.
V. N. Waghmare were the panelists.

Mr. Anil Joshi chairing the Panel Discussion

Mr. R. K. Mishra felicitating Mr. Anil Joshi

Last Plenary Session on 'Technology Advancement and
Innovations', Prof. M. V. Gokhale chaired a session
and Prof. D. S. Kulkarni, Dr. Swarnima Singh, Dr.
Gauri Bhargava, Dr. N. N. Mahapatra and Prof. (Dr.)
M. S. Parmar were the speakers.

All the presentation and the discussion in both Plenary
Sessions and the Panel Discussion were with most
relevant topics and all were much on innovative, infor-
mative and knowledgeable.

Chief Guest Mr. PrashantMohta and Office Bearers
of TAI during the Valedictory session

Chief Guest of Valedictory Session Mr. Prashant Mohta
addressing the gathering
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During Valedictory Session, Chief Guest Shri Prashant
Mohta, Managing Director, Gimatex Industries Pvt. Ltd.
delivered effective speech in favor of Textile Industriesof
Vidarbha. He also committed to provide help, what-
ever is needed for the Association and Textile Industry
for Vidarbha. A prize distribution to the winners in the
Poster Presentation contest, Innovation contest and
Designer contest were given by hands of Chief Guest

Mr. Prashant Mohta and by other dignitaries on dais.
On the whole, The 15th International & 73rd All India
Textile Conference and Exhibition turned out a grand
success with over 1200 participants along with Stu-
dents gained much from the discussions and delibera-
tions held. This was a grand event organized by TAI
Vidarbha Unit at Nagpur.

GLIMPSES OF CONFERENCE
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"INNOVTION can only sustain you tomorrow"
perception of ITAMMA founder Shri B.K. Mehta
coming true today.

It all started in 1988 when Shri B. K. Mehta, Visionary
& Past-President, ITAMMA, categorically suggested
that ITAMMA should take up activities which will make
its members and the organization very strong in terms
of system, technology and R & D. Considering his
passion for R & D, as the members of Managing
Committee of ITAMMA on his 70th birthday in 1988
established "B K MEHTA ENDOWMENT FUND" in
appreciation of his yeomen and meritorious services to
the Association; who was the President of the Asso-
ciation in the year 1953, 1962, 1966, 1978 and also as
a Trustee for four decades. This fund was further
strengthened financially from time to time for various
activities in the field of technology.

Thereafter, ITAMMA didn't look back and set up its
Road Map of organizing programmes on 5s, Lean,
Design Clinics, Common Facilitation Centres, and so
on. After achieving a very good response from our
members and further to acknowledge their efforts and
help them to know their status in the field of technol-
ogy, ITAMMA from the year 2011 onwards went on
introducing awards like 'Patent', 'Make in India', and
recently 'Operational Excellence Award'. Further, to
disseminate the success stories of our members in this
field and to encourage those who are lagging behind,
we have released an 'ITAMMA VOICE' magazine
during the ITAMMA Award function on 31st January,
2018 at M.C. Ghia Hall, Bhogilal Hargovindas Build-
ing, 4th Floor, K. Dubash Marg, Kalaghoda, Mumbai -
400 001. The theme of the magazine was specifically
on 'Operational Excellence'.

Further, to give a tribute to our Visionary, late Shri
B.K. Mehta, popularly known as 'Balkrishnabhai' in
the Textile Industry; a special film was also displayed
during the award function further to create an enthu-
siasm and encouragement among the award winners
for recording more and more innovations in future. Ms.
Hansaben Mehta, wife of Shri Balkrishnabhai was also
felicitated for her continuous support and contribution
to ITAMMA; who further strengthened the financial
status of 'B. K. MEHTA ENDOWMENT FUND' by
adding an amount of Rs.25 lakhs. In her Guest of
Honour speech she mentioned that "The activities of

ITAMMA are spreading throughout the Textile Engi-
neering Industry and may pave way for Indian Textile
Engineering Industry to become a hub for spares and
accessory for the world, as India may also become a
leading supplier of textile machinery to the developing
world".

Ms. Hansaben Mehta, Ms. Piloo Aga, Mr. Kaizar
Mahuwala, Mr. Jugal Kishore Pansari & Mr. Mayank Roy

Mr. Kaizar Z. Mahuwala, President

The event started by lighting the lamp in a very tradi-
tional way followed by a prayer which was followed
by a welcome speech by Mr. Kaizar Z. Mahuwala,
President, ITAMMA who brought back the yesterday's
memories of the Association and informed the impor-
tant role of the founder-members of ITAMMA in cre-
ating the vision which is being systematically followed
through cluster development activities like 5s, Lean,
Kaizen, Design Clinics, and Common Facilitation Cen-
tres at PAN India. He also mentioned that apart from
being the oldest and largest engineering Association in
the World, the continual development of ITAMMA
members in technology is helping us to sustain our
status in the World.

ITAMMA Award function and Farewell to Mr. Mayank J. Roy
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Inauguration of ITAMMA's 75th Year Logo

Inauguration of ITAMMA VOICE a quarterly magazine
on the theme "Operational Excellence"

Mr. Kaizar Z. Mahuwala, President, ITAMMA informed
that ITAMMA is celebrating its 75th Year and accord-
ingly he invited Ms Hansaben Mehta to launch '75th
Year Logo". After the launching ceremony of the Logo
was over, the release of ITAMMA VOICE a quarterly
magazine of 2nd Edition, which was based on the theme
of "Operational Excellence.", took place in the hands
of Ms Hansaben Mehta.

Welcoming   Mr. Mayank Roy, Past President By Mr.
Jugal Kishore Pansari, Second Vice President, ITAMMA

Farewell speech by Mr Mayank Roy, Past President

The function was further taken forward with a
programme of 'Farewell Dinner" to Mr. Mayank J.
Roy, Past-President of ITAMMA who addressed the
audience with his thanking speech to all those who
guided and encouraged him for organizing various fruitful
activities during his tenure as President in the year
2015-16

Thereafter, the Award function started where the fol-
lowing ITAMMA members bagged the Awards in re-
spective categories.

Mr. Bhagwat Patel, Partner - M/s. Samruddhi Engineer-
ing, Ahmedabad receiving ITAMMA's Operational

Excellence  Award

Mr. Rajesh C. K. Admin Officer, M/s. Millwright  Engi-
neering Pvt. Ltd., Coimbatore receiving Certificate of

Appreciation & Recognition
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Mr. Prashant Gandhi, Partner M/s. Samruddhi Engineer-
ing, Ahmedabad receivibg Top Rank Award for the

category of Micro & Small Enterprises

Mr. Rajesh C. K. Admin Officer, M/s. Millwright  Engi-
neering Pvt. Ltd., Coimbatore receiving Certificate of

Appreciation & Recognition

Mr. J.M. Balaji, Head Marketing, Lakshmi Ring Travel-
lers (Cbe) Ltd., Coimbatore receiving Export Excellence

Award for Spinning Accessory Sector - Large Scale
Manufacturers

Mr. Arpit Siddhapura, Managing Director,
M/s. Maksteel Wire Healds Pvt. Ltd., Vadodara receiving
Export Excellence Award for Weaving Accessory Sector -

Large Scale Manufacturers

Mr. Diven Dembla , Managing Director, M/s. Precision
Rubber Industries Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai receiving Export
Excellence Award for Spinning Accessory Sector  --

Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises (MSMEs)

Ms. Bela Desai, Manager Exports, M/s. Century Inks
Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai receiving Export Excellence Award for

Processing Accessory Sector-Micro, Small & Medium
Enterprises (MSMEs)

Further to disseminate the success stories of the award
winners and also to encourage the others to be the part
of the award competition in future, a technical bro-
chure was released during the function which covers
the views of the President, Mr. Kaizar Z. Mahuwala,
and the guidelines of Mr. Kirti Rathod, Chairman, Award
Sub-Committee in the formation of this special award
along with the success stories of the award winners.

Through ITAMMA Export Excellence Awards, our
members are encouraged to enhance their Exports of
Machines and Accessories. These awards are being
instituted by the Association in 2010 under the 'J.G.
ROY ENDOWMENT FUND' formed in the name of
Mr. Jayantilal Roy who was the Trustee of the Asso-
ciation and also the President in the year 1979.

Chief Guest, Ms. Pilloo C. Aga, Director, Goldseal Saar
Gummi India Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai, delivered the Chief
Guest Speech as below:
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Chief Guest Ms Pilloo Aga, Director, m/s Goldseal
Saargummi India Pvt. Ltd. Delivering her speach

"We today live in bhooka World which is volatile, un-
certainty, complexity, ambiguity, and today every cus-
tomer if it's a textile customer or an auto component
customer they want a quality product. So quality is a
given; and unless a company has quality nobody is
going to give you a new order or a repeat order and
even on the item which you make up the aluminium
there must be quality embedded in it. That's why ev-
eryone wants it and also for your exports all over the
World you said quality is a must and you must listen to
the voice of the customer. So all that when you embed
it in your manufacturing then you get 'Operational
Excellence'.

So, it's not only technical; it's all the hard skill and the
soft skill which is going to give you excellence. Unless
you believe you cannot give an excellent product. So
every employee must believe that I can do a wonderful
job. The question is how do we build robust quality in
to our product, how do we give tomorrow's quality at
yesterday's price; that's what the customer wants it;
especially, I don't know how it is in the textile industry;
but definitely in our automotive industry. We have to
give a 5 to 10% year-on-year reduction. So, you have
to have a Lean Manufacturing balanced processes
which will allow your product to be good. But today
we don't want good; we want the best and class. If we
have only innovation. Innovation not 'JUGAD' embed-
ded in our production process. Manufacturing excel-
lence must ensure that all raw materials are used 100%
effectively. So you get a back best input-output ratio.
The customer wants value for his money; raw mate-
rials are becoming expensive. So, we must ensure that
our maximum output comes from our minimum input.
That ratio we must never ~ because that will give you
profitability, and durability and that's how you invest in
our Indian innovation. Operational Excellence is a re-
lentless pursuit. I keep saying, relentless pursuit be-

cause it doesn't end; its not a destination; it's a journey.
So you have this relentless pursuit of finding in your
way or in your means to improve the input-output norm.
Lean, Six Sigma, Productivity, Proficiency, I mean all
those are words which we have been doing. But it's
innovation, it's break-through innovation. It can also
through low cost automation. Because innovation
Kaizens; these are the foundations to go higher. So,
even a small Kaizen can give a big result; and even a
micro or a medium or a large scale must have a Kaizen.
So we need to have innovative products, innovative
processes, innovative designs and that will lead to break-
through innovation to give you the end result. I am just
going to say four little steps. (1) Is a seamless integra-
tion. You must have fewer raw materials, fewer pro-
cesses, fewer people touching the product so that you
get a better output in both quality and quantity terms.
Sometimes we focus only on marketing and do not
have the back-up on production. So, both production
and exports must go hand-in-hand. It's good that
ITAMMA is focusing so much on technology to in-
crease the export cell."

Mr Jugal Kishore Pansari, Second Vice-President
proposing vote of thanks

Mr. Jugal Kishore Pansari, Second Vice-President,
ITAMMA delivered Vote of Thanks wherein he men-
tioned that, as the kick start to celebrate the platinum
year, 2018 of ITAMMA has already being set by our
President.

With a launch of '75th Year Logo" we look forward for
the variety of programmes during the year, spreading
the wings of ITAMMA in every valuable field of
"knowledge, business, environment" thus conveying a
message of Responsible manufacturing to the World.
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INDIA

TEXCON - 2018
"Multifacet Paradigms of Textile Industry & Research"
Date : 09th & 10th March, 2018
Venue : SVVV Campus, Indore-Ujjain Road, Indore, M.P.
Contact : Dr. T. K. Sinha, Conference Chairman

Shri Vaishnav Institute of Textile Technology
(SVITT)
SVVV Campus, Indore-Ujjain Road,
Indore - 453 111, M.P.

Mob. : 9522237612
E-mail : tapan_sinha2003@yahoo.co.in

Hometex Tech Expo
Date : 16th to 18th March, 2018
Venue : AnajMandi Exhibition Complex,

G. T. Road, Panipat
Contact : Ms. Monica Patel

Manager- Corporate Communication
Essential Events & Trade fairs
Essential Strategic Alliance Company

Mobile : 09082044056
E-mail : mktg.essential@gmail.com,
Website : www.essentialtradefairs.com

14th International Conference on Apparel & Home Textiles
(ICAHT 2018)
Date : 08th September, 2018
Venue : India Habitat Centre, New Delhi
Contact : Mr. R.C. Kesar, Conference Chairman

Okhla Garment & Textile Cluster (Secretariat)
B-24/1, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase-II,
New Delhi - 110020 India

Tel. : 011-4160 9550
E-mail : ogtc@airtelmail.in, ogtc@ogtc.in
Website : www.ogtc.in

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

Every effort is made to ensure that the information given is correct. You
are however, advised to re-check the dates with the organizers, for any
change in schedule, venue etc., before finalizing your travel plans.

2nd Global Textile Technology & Engineering Show
(GTTES)
Date : 01st to 03rd February, 2019
Venue : Hall No. 7A, Bombay Exhibition Centre,

Goregaon (E), Mumbai. India
Contact : MsSeema Srivastava, Executive Director

India ITME Society
Tel. : 91-22-22020032/22828138/22851579
Fax : 91-22-22851578
E-mail : itme@india-itme.com ; admin@india-itme.com;
Website : www.india-itme.com

ABROAD

FILTECH
Date : 13th to 15th March, 2018
Venue : KoelnMesse, Cologne, Germany
Organizer : KoelnMesse, Hall 11.1, Deitz,

Mulheimer - Ste. 35 50679 Cologne Germany
Contact : Suzanne Abetz
Tel. : +49 0049 2132 935
Fax : +49 0049 2132 935062
E-mail : info@filtech.de
Website : http://www.filtech.de

ITMA 2019 - Largest International Textile and Garment
Technology Exhibition
Date : 20th to 26th June, 2019
Venue : FIRA CE Barcelona Gran Via, Barcelona, Spain

Contact:Daphne Poon
Marketing Communications Director
ITMA Services Pte Ltd.
73 Ubi Road 1, #08-48 Oxley BizHub,
Singapore 408733

Tel. : (65) 6849 9362   M: (65) 94789543
E-mail : daphnepoon@itma.com
Website : www.itma.com
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